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ABSTRACT 
Lobster Palaces in Times Square: 
The Public Stage Where America Discovered Itself 
Through Play and Leisure 
 by 
Lydia Ravnikar 
Advisor: Elizabeth Macaulay-Lewis 
Between 1870 and 1920, the period known as the Gilded Age, New York City became the 
acknowledged national leader in finance, manufacturing, technology, and entertainment. As the 
country’s leader, it attracted both new millionaires who wanted to validate their social importance 
in an attempt to rid themselves of a small-town past and immigrants, who were searching for better 
opportunities. However, to New York’s elite society, the Four Hundred, led by Mrs. Astor, both 
groups were not welcomed. While the immigrants proved easier to control physically, the new 
millionaires, however, were indeed a legitimate threat. With this real threat including pressure 
within her group, Mrs. Astor felt compelled to lead elite society from the comfort of their private 
homes to approved quasi-public spaces such as the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel where the wealthy were 
provided an opportunity to validate their social superiority before a worshipping public. See and 
be seen became their new mantra.  
To the west, Times Square offered a more exciting alternative as a nighttime adult 
playground where its brilliant modern lights transformed nighttime into day and gave every 
individual the reward of privacy while participating in its public amusements. Times Square’s 
v  
sparkling theaters, glittering billboards, and new restaurants called lobster palaces were a public 
defiance to previous generations of proper social behavior. The lobster palaces’ classic 
architecture, decor, and French-inspired cuisine, all approved aristocratic symbols of empire, were 
noted by its devotees as being the triumvirate of a good time where women (however dubious), 
diamonds, and champagne was celebrated every night.  
As the years passed, Times Square continuously grew physically. With it grew a changed 
public desire and out of economic necessity, lobster palaces transformed themselves easily into 
cabarets where music, entertainment, and dance were added to their menu. These new cabarets 
attracted a more democratic crowd that represented the real America in blending these different 
social classes. Couples now had an opportunity to discover each other and themselves in the 
process. 
This new form of adult play and leisure was continuously criticized by social, political, and 
religious critics. However, their censure encouraged an increased desire to break the established 
social and cultural conventions. The censors claimed that the dancing and music's moral and social 
degeneracy predictably was caused by these lobster palaces. However, the Volstead Act passed in 
1919, which enforced prohibition, and with the loss of lucrative alcohol revenues forced the lobster 
palaces to permanently close their doors. They were replaced by mob-controlled speakeasies, 
which were less elegant and catered to a seedier crowd. Looking at the physical decline, many 
critics believe that this period contributed to American civilization's moral decline. However, 
others felt that this period gave the disenfranchised—women, immigrants, Jews, and Blacks—an 
opportunity for something better, with the promise of rewards and a chance for the American 
dream. This thesis will analyze how and why lobster palaces became part of an essential 
experimental setting where adults could find the possibility of a better life than their ancestors 
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Location: 42nd and Broadway 
 
Tourist:  Excuse me, where is Longacre Square?   
New Yorker:  Long Acre???? Nevah herd of it. 
Tourist:  Well, can you tell me where I can find a Lobster Palace? 
New Yorker:  Red Lobster is on Broadway and 40th, we mumble, shaking our heads in mock 
disgust since the gargantuan glowing electrical crustacean is clearly visible overhead.   
 
 
The focal point of America's good time – the No. 1 tourist attraction in the 
Nation's No. 1 tourist town . . .  the world's flashiest invitation to fun.1 
 
Present-day New Yorkers pride themselves on giving directions to the lost in Manhattan, 
but asked about Longacre Square, or a lobster palace would stump them. Since 1872, Longacre 
Square, located north of 42nd Street and Broadway, known as the “wilderness uptown,” became 
the New York center for the carriage industry similar in name and function to London’s Longacre 
Square.2 Longacre's busy horse and carriage trade was surrounded by cheap boardinghouses, 
tenements, factories, whorehouses, and dance halls during the daytime.3 However, when darkness 
fell, it was known as “Thieves Lair” and bordered the notorious Tenderloin called “Santa's Circus,” 
located west of Longacre. This area was populated by an assortment of night creatures such as 
cunning pickpockets and scheming prostitutes where the oblivious and intoxicated were their 
assured victims. 
This area contrasted sharply with Broadway directly south of 42nd Street, where families, 
couples, and society's wealthiest attended shows, operas, restaurants, rooftop gardens, all 
illuminated from its street lamps and theaters. Many were unwilling to venture north of 42nd Street 
 
1 W. G. Rogers and Mildred Weston, Carnival Crossroads: The Story of Times Square (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 
1960), 18. 
2 Frank Bergen Kelly, Historical Guide to the City of New York (New York: F. A. Stokes Company, 1909), 121. 
3 James Traub, The Devil’s Playground: A Century of Pleasure and Profit in Times Square (New York: Random House, 
Inc., 2004), 18. 
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in the 1890s. Furthermore, this would have remained such if not for the courage of a theater 
producer, a newspaperman, two feuding cousins, the IRT subway, and the illuminated billboards 
which began drawing adult pleasure seekers north of 42nd Street.  
These related events created a domino effect that ignited the way to Times Square, naming 
it the new city center—literally and geographically a public place—recognized internationally as 
the birthplace of mass-market entertainment and marks the beginning of the friction between 
commerce and culture.4 In this adult playland, men and women push boundaries and establish new 
cultural and sexual freedoms. From sunset to dawn, thousands of people attended its many theaters, 
ate lavish meals at lobster palaces, bopped to ragtime, and learned new dance steps.  The square 
itself became part of the theater, where the “nighttime brilliance of electric lights illuminated the 
entire area in some sort of dreamlike character in a motion picture.”5  
At the same time, it also acts as a historical prism for the changing national culture as a 
gathering place where the wealthy had fun and mingled with the social ne’er do wells.6 Traditions 
were created in this public arena beginning with the annual New Year's Eve celebration, which 
can be seen as the city’s effort every year to begin fresh with newer resolutions and its rebirth.7 It 
became an information center to gathered crowds before the arrival of radio for the latest news, 
election results, sports events, and celebrating the end of major world wars. By 1913, Times Square 
was officially the center of theater, vaudeville, music publishing, motion pictures, and nightlife in 
America—the undisputed capital of the nation's entertainment, an adult playland for all social 
 
4 Kenneth T. Jackson and David S. Dunbar, eds., Empire City: New York through the Centuries (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 2002), 7. 
5 Ric Burns, New York: An Illustrated History, (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1999), 294. 
6 William Robert Taylor, Inventing Times Square: Commerce and Culture at the Crossroads of the World (New York: 
Russell Sage Foundation, 1991), xii; Mike Wallace, Greater Gotham: A History of New York City from 1898 to 1919 
(New York: Oxford University Press, 2017), 431; Hilary Ballon, ed., The Greatest Grid: The Master Plan of 
Manhattan, 1811-2011 (New York: Columbia University Press, 2012), 164. 
7 Traub, Devil’s Playground, xiv; Burns, New York, 294; Taylor, Inventing Times Square, xii; Wallace, Greater 
Gotham, 431; Ballon, Greatest Grid, 164, 428. 
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classes. However, Times Square’s energy and elegance would slowly be tested by significant 
world events such as World War I, the Great Depression, and Prohibition, which dimmed its lights 
and saw the sun setting on its golden days.  
This thesis will explore the elegant lobster palaces and their progeny, the cabarets, where 
money was the golden ticket and not one's family tree. During the Gilded Age, restaurants were 
the “urban enclave of the American aristocracy,” and it was here that wealth displayed their social 
importance.8 This cultural reorientation period tested traditional beliefs of social and sexual life 
combined with the decline of Victorian social values.9 In Steppin’ Out: New York Nightlife and the 
Transformation of American Culture, 1890-1930, social historian Lewis Erenberg claims that this 
relaxation of social and sexual boundaries between men and women challenged traditional 
Victorian values and placed greater emphasis on the individual. Lobster palaces with the cabarets 
helped relaxed the boundaries “between both sexes, between audiences and performers, between 
different ethnic groups and Protestants and between Black culture and whites.”10 Many critics, 
such as The Committee of Fourteen,11 newspapers, courts, journalists, novelists, and religious 
institutions criticized this new social activity as a sign of the decline of American culture and 
society. However, Erenberg argues that “night time is a time of dreaming” allowing for individual 
exploration and self-fulfillment by including “vitality rather than gentility, consumption rather 
than production, mutuality rather than sexual separation, personality rather than character, [with] 
a degree of social selectivity.”12 Victorian amusements separated couples, but Times Square 
 
8 Andrew Haley, “Turning the Tables: American Restaurant Culture and the Rise of the Middle Class, 1880–1920,” 
(PhD diss., University of Pittsburgh, 2005), xii. 
9 Lewis A. Erenberg, Steppin’ Out: New York Nightlife and the Transformation of American Culture, 1890-1930 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1984), xii. 
10 Erenberg, Steppin’ Out, xii. 
11 Erenberg, Steppin’ Out, 63. (Committee of Fourteen was an organization of “elite Republican merchants, 
professors, resettlement workers and religious leaders whose primary aim was to abolish prostitution but also to 
deal with problems caused by new nighttime amusements.”) 
12 Erenberg, Steppin’ Out, xiv, xv. 
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bought them together.  
Restaurants became the social vehicle for all Americans, specifically women and the 
middle class. The middle class eventually thumb their noses at French dining and its imperialistic 
symbolism and sought other ethnic choices. Andrew Peter Haley’s Turning the Tables: American 
Restaurant Culture and the Rise of Middle Class, 1880-1920 analyzes restaurants and their 
connection to social change. In the beginning, restaurants catered to the aristocratic French-
inspired cuisine, which promoted exclusivity. The alternative non-Franco fares began to transform 
restaurants by focusing on the middle class as a consumer spender, slowly allowing women to 
enter restaurants unescorted. Since the 19th-century, restaurants were still a man’s world where 
respectable women needed escorts to enter.13 There is a move away from traditional European 
symbolism to a more authentic American representation of its citizenry which is increasingly 
influenced by women, immigrants, and Blacks. New York continually recreates and reinvents itself 
through its buildings and its population, and it is evident that no other city destroys its past as 
quickly as does this city.14 From challenging rules and exploring newer ways of becoming 
authentic, New York City has succeeded in many respects of being the role model for this country 
and the rest of the world. 
  
 
13 Katherine Leonard Turner, Review of Turning the Tables: Restaurants and the Rise of the American Middle Class, 
1880—1920, by Andrew P. Haley, The Business History Review 86, no. 2 (2012): 380. 
14 Jackson and Dunbar, Empire City, xv; John Burke, Duet in Diamonds; the Flamboyant Saga of Lillian Russell and 
Diamond Jim Brady in America’s Gilded Age (New York: Putnam, 1972), 253. 
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The Setting: Manhattan during the Gilded Age 
 
To live in New York costs a trifle more than you’ve got. 
      -- quote from Mark Twain15 
In New York it is not possible to live like a gentleman 
 on less than a thousand dollars a day. 
 
-- quote from Mr. Lorillard16 
 
 
Following the Civil War, America experienced tremendous growth in population and 
wealth generated from oil, mining, stocks, industry, and railroads. The first wave of new 
millionaires arrived from the California Gold Rush, followed by the enormous financial rewards 
from the Industrial Revolution.17 New York City became a leader in finance, manufacturing, 
industry, and new cultural lifestyles, modern thinking, and entertainment.18 As Albert Stevens 
Crockett noted, New York was designated as a destination for every “ambitious outlander” 
representing the “apex of society in America” where “public preening” and “outright ostentation” 
guaranteed notice.19 Before the Civil War, there was an insignificant number of millionaires. 
However, by 1900 there were approximately four thousand with total wealth increasing from $80 
million in 1860 to approximately $224 million in 1865 and 1893; the inequitable concentration of 
wealth was in the hands of a tiny portion of the city's population.20  
Mark Twain called this period 1870-1920 the Gilded Age for its excessive wealth post-
 
15 Edgar Saltus, “The Colossal City (1905),” in Tales of Gaslight New York, ed. Frank Oppel (Edison, NJ: Castle Books, 
2000), 412. 
16 Saltus, “The Colossal City,” 412. (Mr. Lorillard was a member of the Gilded Age Newport society.) 
17 Katherine Emily Bibby, “Making the American Aristocracy: Women, Cultural Capital, and High Society in New 
York City, 1870-1900” (Master’s Thesis, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, 2009), 2. 
18 Bibby, “Making the American Aristocracy,” 2. 
19 Albert Stevens Crockett, Peacocks on Parade: The Leisure Class in America (New York: Arno Press, 1975), 13; 
Bibby, “Making the American Aristocracy,” 1. 
20 Bibby, “Making the American Aristocracy,”  2; Esther Crain, The Gilded Age in New York, 1870-1910 (New York: 
Black Dog & Leventhal Publishers, 2016), 7; Moses King, King’s Handbook of New York City: An Outline History and 
Description of the American Metropolis (Boston: Moses King, 1892), 56. 
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Civil War. This term was a harsh critique of capitalism in its social and economic inequities 
between segments of society.21 This “mad race for wealth” was met with criticism and derision 
even from its peers who felt that wealth was a stimulant similar to alcohol and believed that money 
was the cause of society's disintegration, changing both the physical dimensions and the 
atmosphere of the city.22  
In 1866, New York City's population was a little over 800,000, with the majority living 
below 23rd Street.23 As immigrants continued to arrive, this number jumps in 1892 to 1,800,891, 
making New York the first most significant city in the United States.24 On December 31, 1898, it 
doubled to 3.4 million when Manhattan and the outer boroughs of Brooklyn, Queens, the Bronx, 
and Staten Island form the Greater New York.25  
The Players: The Four Hundred meet The Four Million  
 
Of course, you can never be like us; 
 But be as like us as you’re able to be. 
 
 -- sung by comedian Dan Daly, in The Belle of New York 26 
 
The Knickerbockers, descended from the Old New Yorkers, regarded as the vieux riche or 
old money clashed for social supremacy with the new money or nouveau riche, disparaged as the 
“barbarians at the gate,” or the “shoddies.”27 They also wanted to restrict the number of immigrants 
 
21 Crain, Gilded Age in New York, 34. 
22 James Dabney McCabe, New York by Gaslight: A Work Descriptive of the Great American Metropolis (New York: 
Greenwich House, 1984), 1; Mae King Van Rensselaer, The Social Ladder, The Leisure Class in America (New York: 
Arno Press, 1975), 183, 186; Bibby, “Making the American Aristocracy,” 2. 
23 Crain, Gilded Age in New York, 7. 
24 King, King’s Handbook of New York City, 2. 
25 Traub, Devil’s Playground, 19; Mark Caldwell, New York Night: The Mystique and Its History (New York: Scribner, 
2005), 206. 
26 Crockett, Peacocks on Parade, 94. (A ditty sung by Dan Daly, in The Belle of New York mocking spectators 
watching the Peacock Alley parade). 
27 Grimes, Appetite City: A Culinary History of New York (New York: North Point Press, 2009), 101; Jerry E. 
Patterson, The First Four Hundred: Mrs. Astor’s New York in the Gilded Age (New York: Rizzoli International 
Publications, Inc., 2000), 37. (Term “shoddies” or Civil War contractors used by McAllister and his peers, for 
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arriving on its shores. 28 In this elite social hierarchy, the women were competing for social 
supremacy, as the men from both sides conducted business with one another.  
The Knickerbockers descended from the original Dutch families, who arrived in Manhattan 
during the 17th century. Well-respected and extremely independent, they lived quietly off the 
proceeds from land purchased by their family's prior generations.29 They disdained anyone who 
did not have as “pure a pedigree” as themselves, claiming that “it takes three generations to make 
a gentleman.”30 Fashioning themselves after European aristocracy, they portrayed themselves as 
New York’s aristocracy.  
In New York, Caroline Schermerhorn, or the Mrs. Astor, a descendant of the old 
Knickerbocker society, was New York aristocracy's designated social leader. Together with her 
social arbiter Mr. Ward McAllister, nicknamed the “Autocrat of Drawing Rooms,” they identified 
the Four Hundred (the number of individuals who could comfortably fit into her ballroom) as “the 
only people in the city who mattered socially.”31 The names of the Four Hundred were officially 
provided to the New York Times on February 16, 1892, listing only 319 individuals.32  This list 
competed with the Social Register, which began in 1886, distinguishing two thousand as socially 
relevant. These lists were avidly followed by the general public, who were more curious about the 
Four Hundred and the Social Register than what was happening in Congress.33 
 
newcomers and others making their fortune by selling inferior cloth or “shoddy” to the U.S. government for 
uniforms during the Civil War); Crain, Gilded Age in New York, 61. 
28 Angela M. Blake, How New York Became American, 1890-1924 (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2006), 
121. 
29 Crain, Gilded Age in New York, 60. 
30 Crain, Gilded Age in New York, 61; Van Rensselaer, Social Ladder, 171. 
31 Eric Homberger, Mrs. Astor’s New York: Money and Social Power in a Gilded Age (New Haven, Conn.: Yale 
University Press, 2004), 1; McCabe, New York by Gaslight, 196; Crain, Gilded Age in New York 70; Edwin G. Burrows 
and Mike Wallace, Gotham: A History of New York City to 1898 (New York: Oxford University Press, 2000), 962. 
32 “The Only Four Hundred: Ward M'Allister [sic] Gives Out the Official List There Are the Names, Don’t You Know, 
on the Authority of Their Great Leader, You Understand, and Therefore Genuine, You See,” New York Times, 
February 16, 1892, 55; Patterson, First Four Hundred, 7. 
33 Van Rensselaer, The Social Ladder, 4. 
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In contrast, the nouveau riche were “pressing their noses to the glass” in their attempt to 
imitate the Four Hundred whom they considered the “rock stars” of their period.”34 In order to 
achieve recognition, they began to excessively overspend their money, validating the criticism 
thrown their way that “riches and vulgarity [were] inseparable,” and this battle “symbolized the 
rottenness behind the gilded façade” of the city.35 Author O. Henry called these “upstart 
millionaires” the Four Million (a sarcastic put down to the snobbish Four Hundred).36 In contrast, 
the New York Times referred to them as the Forty Thousand, perhaps a more accurate estimate.37  
Thorstein Veblen in The Theory of the Leisure Class maintains that the nouveau riche’s 
desire to be part of the admired class craved not the object itself but the social value they attached 
to it. Their desire for acceptance turned them into consumers rather than producers in what he 
termed as conspicuous consumption. The wealthy became increasingly materialistic and 
competitive through the excessive consumption of houses, social events, fashion, food, and travel 
as a means to validate their social status and to elevate their sense of importance.38  
There was also gender-specific rules that Victorian men were required to follow, mainly to 
climb to the top of the economic ladder and remain there.39 For the most part, men were free from 
social obligations with their spouses, which caused conjugal passion to eventually disappear in 
their marriage. Men were free to seek pleasure through other venues where they would not bring 
their wives or daughters, such as private supper parties, dramas, ballets, “the leg business” 
 
34 Burrows and Wallace, Gotham, 951; Patterson, First Four Hundred, 7. 
35 Crain, Gilded Age in New York, 64, 65; Mrs. John King Van Rensselaer, “The Basis of New York Society (1899),” in 
Tales of Gaslight New York, ed. Frank Oppel (Edison, NJ: Castle Books, 2000), 440; Bibby, “Making the American 
Aristocracy,” 1; Patterson, First Four Hundred, 7. 
36 William Sydney Porter, “Selected Writings of O. Henry,” in Empire City: New York Through the Centuries, eds. 
Kenneth T. Jackson and Davis S. Dunbar (New York: Columbia University Press, 2002), 496. 
37 Patterson, First Four Hundred, 206; “From Four Hundred to Forty Thousand,” New York Times, January 24, 1925, 
12. 
38 Thorstein Veblen, (1899) The Theory of the Leisure Class (New York: Dover Publications, 1994), 45. (Citations 
refer to the Dover Publications edition.) 
39 Erenberg, Steppin’ Out, 7. 
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(watching chorus girls on stage), yachting, horses, and other women.40 Restaurants and hotels 
accommodated these men by providing private rooms for assignations validating that “prostitutes 
were an approved source in keeping decent women unsullied until marriage and kept passion 
outside the culture” with one feminist validating this tradition; that “family plus prostitution is the 
essential unit.”41 Women, although financially dependent, had complete control over their social 
sphere.42 However, women were trapped in their gilded cages, complaining that they were denied 
leisure time with their husbands even though they were the most indulged class.43 Their economic 
power is expressed through status symbols to maintain self-importance within their social circle 
and membership, with invitations to private balls, dinners, and parties distinguishing the rich from 
the “urban rabble.”44   
Mrs. Astor sought to maintain exclusivity and privacy where social class and not money 
determined acceptance. This control proved difficult as some members prepared to escape their 
predetermined roles and their cloistered homes to attend public venues growing more available for 
them.45 Even her social equal, Mrs. Stuyvesant Fish, made her views public by providing personal 
opinions to the New York Times.46 Mrs. Astor had little choice but to venture out in public by 
attending the elegant hotel, the Waldorf-Astoria, a more public alternative to the already favorite 
Delmonico’s. These luxurious hotels became the intermediaries between the traditional restaurants 
and the lobster palaces where the general public were allowed into these hotels to solely to observe 
 
40 McCabe, New York by Gaslight, 206. 
41 Erenberg, Steppin’ Out, 21. 
42 Bibby, “Making the American Aristocracy,“ 5. 
43 Erenberg, Steppin’ Out, 14; Mrs. Burton Harrison, The Well-Bred Girl in Society (Philadelphia: Curtis Pub. Co. 
1898), 202-204. 
44 Lewis Erenberg, “Urban Night Life and the Decline of Victorianism: New York City's Restaurants and Cabarets, 
1890-1918“ (PhD diss. University of Michigan, 1974) 14, 20; Erenberg, Steppin’ Out, 12, 13. 
45 Erenberg, Steppin’ Out, 24. 
46 “Mrs. Stuyvesant Fish Talks in Pungent Style: Mrs. Roosevelt Dresses on $300, and Looks It" -- Harry Lehr ‘Just 
Ordinary’ -- Roxburghe Wedding Foolish,” New York Times, September 27, 1903, 1. 
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and admire the wealthy. However, the lobster palaces proved to be a more “relaxed" venture with 
a good time guaranteed when compared to the more sedate Waldorf-Astoria. In the 1890s, the 
Rialto47 on lower Broadway was a popular public destination for the Four Hundred and the new 
money where they attended theater, shows, and opera and ate in popular roof gardens during the 
warm weather months.  
The Prologue: The Rialto—Broadway of the 1890s   
 
All the world came to Broadway (in the Nineties),  
to shop, to flirt, to dine, to gamble, to find amusement,  
and to meet acquaintances.48 
 
Broadway, the city’s acknowledged main business artery, was the longest and oldest 
thoroughfare in the city, dissecting the city’s prescribed grid pattern and credited with being the 
thread in keeping the city together in both time and space.49 Beginning on State Street in Bowling 
Green, it runs 13 miles through Manhattan with the last 2 miles into the Bronx. Walt Whitman 
called this street the "Path of Progress" as it represented an ever-flowing river symbolizing national 
life.50  
Broadway began in lower Manhattan at Park Row and began heading northward towards 
Union Square as the city expanded. Its theaters and other amusements head north because culture 
always followed its consumers.51 During the 1890s, most venues relocated to the Rialto, a famous 
theater district located between 23rd and 42nd Streets, and the newly illuminated Broadway was 
called The Great White Way (Figure 1). In King’s Handbook of New York City, Moses King 
 
47 The Rialto was the city’s first commercial district named after Venice’s Rialto, also a commercial district. 
48 Maxwell F. Marcuse, This Was New York; a Nostalgic Picture of Gotham in the Gaslight Era (New York: LIM Press, 
1969), 180. 
49 King, King’s Handbook of New York City, 128; Fran Leadon, Broadway: A History of New York City in Thirteen 
Miles (New York: Norton & Company, 2018), xvi. 
50 Leadon, Broadway, xv; Burns, New York, 293. 
51 Traub, Devil’s Playground, 5. 
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highlights theater's importance in New York both from a business and theatrical aspect. All 
America looked towards New York for its dramatic entertainment.52 By 1893, there were at least 
36 legitimate theaters with several open year-round and a season lasting at least 40 weeks53 (Figure 
2). King states that the seating capacity for legitimate theaters was 60,000, with dime museums 
and other low-price entertainment venues close to 10,000.54 Even with these numbers, the supply 
did not exceed demand.55 Residents and tourists alike pay up to $5,000,000 (or $14,403,037 in 
2019)56 a year for “theatrical amusement.”57 
Electrification and illumination changed the way men and women behaved at night. In 
1849, Broadway was illuminated by gaslight, becoming a “playground of night birds” where 
people appeared at all hours of the night “plodding along on various missions of crime, industry, 
pleasure or charity.”58 By 1880 electricity finally arrived on Broadway with the new Brush arc 
lamps, mounted on 150-foot-tall towers, bathing the street in a such brilliant light garnering praises 
as if a Broadway show.59 Viewed as a “light cure,” its illumination transformed the crowds into 
“nocturnal creatures pulsating with excitement and curiosity” and its “nocturnal effulgence” 
provided a deterrence to reducing crime and establishing order60 (Figure 3). 
The nouveau riche was leading in battle for social supremacy, as evidenced by The 
Academy of Music, which opened in 1854 on 14th Street east of Union Square. It offered German 
and Italian grand opera and rivaled the most famous European opera houses.61 King noted that 
 
52 King, King’s Handbook of New York City, 533. 
53 King, King’s Handbook of New York City, 65. 
54 King, King’s Handbook of New York City, 66. 
55 King, King’s Handbook of New York City, 66. 
56 All recalculations of referenced costs are translated and rounded up to 2019 values using “The Inflation 
Calculator.” https://westegg.com/inflation/infl.cgi. 
57 King, King’s Handbook of New York City, 534. 
58 Grimes, Appetite City, 163. 
59 Burrows and Wallace, Gotham, 1063. 
60 Leadon, Broadway, 161, 165; Burrows and Wallace, Gotham, 1059, 1066. 
61 Crain, Gilded Age in New York, 67; King, King’s Handbook of New York City, 66. 
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being seen and not necessarily seeing the opera was the Four Hundred's mission. It was also a 
popular venue for young debutantes to parade before potential suitors.62 The nouveau riche 
competed for private boxes with the old money as if they were “seats on the Stock Exchange,” 
which resulted  in the nouveau riche building the Metropolitan Opera House in 1883 on 39th & 
Broadway, and its success proved to be the “symbolic nail in the coffin for the Knickerbocker 
society.” 63 
Other venues provided entertainment for diverse groups of New Yorkers, such as 
Wallack’s Theater, Irving Hall, Steinway Hall, Lent’s New York Circus, and Madison Square 
Garden. The latter offered horse and dog shows, an animal circus, and a theater, restaurant, roof 
garden, concert room, and a ballroom.64 For family entertainment, Tony Pastor, known as the 
“Dean of Vaudeville,” provided entertainment to mix gender audiences with “clean variety” shows 
and catered to “polite tastes” without the usual excessive vulgarity that was typically present.65 
Regarded as the toast of the town, he remained at 14th Street while the theater district moved 
northward.66 
Another favorite was the Casino Theatre, the first electrified theater, marked by its 
distinctive Moorish-style architecture; it opened in 1882 on the corner of Broadway and 39th Street 
(Figure 4). Here female actresses became household names and stars, such as Lillian Russell, a 
famous singer and actress who represented “everything beautiful and gay about the Gay Nineties” 
and considered the “Marilyn Monroe of the era”67 (Figure 5). Another popular attraction was the 
 
62 Crain, Gilded Age in New York, 67. 
63 King, King’s Handbook of New York City, 65; Burrows and Wallace, Gotham, 961; Marcuse, This Was New York, 
197; Crain, Gilded Age in New York, 67. 
64 Leadon, Broadway, 120; King, King’s Handbook of New York City, 66. 
65 Crain, Gilded Age in New York, 182; Burrows and Wallace, Gotham, 1145. 
66 Leadon, Broadway, 124. 
67 Grimes, Appetite City, 115. 
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Florodora sextet68 a group of six chorus girls serenaded by six admirers became so popular that 
they all married millionaires, even one an English aristocrat69 (Figure 6). One former Florodora 
girl, Evelyn Nesbit, later gained additional notoriety as the cause of her lover, Sandford White’s 
murder in 1906 by her deranged husband Harry Thaw (Figure 7). 
Elite hotels were considered “giant magnet[s]” pulling theaters and restaurants northward.70 
Moses King noted that between 11th and 42nd  Streets on Broadway, there were at least 20 high-
class hotels. Among them, the Fifth Avenue on 23rd Street; the Hoffman House, on 25th Street and 
Broadway, the latter a favored hotel for power brokers with deals made in the barroom and quick 
peeks by the fashionable ladies after shopping on the Ladies Mileof the famous William-Adolphe 
Bouguereau's racy painting of Nymphs and Satyr (for “bourgeois eyes only”), the Marlborough on 
36th Street and the Metropole on 42nd Streets71 (Figure 8). 
These hotels were high-class venues with top-notch accommodations and elegant dining 
rooms where the public could freely admire the privileged hotel guests. Women were seen both as 
an advantage and a danger in these spaces but were nevertheless necessary to legitimize the 
commercial hotel's respectability. In a sense, this transfer of the approval of middle-class female 
gentility consumption was a commodity within that capitalist economy.72 In Carolyn Brucken’s, 
article In the Public Eye: Women and the American Luxury Hotel, women became equally crucial 
in the development and the design of the hotel in antebellum America.73 She asserts that the luxury 
 
68 Correct spelling is “Florodora“ but most texts use “Floradora.“ 
69 Marshall Berman, On the Town: One Hundred Years of Spectacle in Times Square (New York: Random House, 
2006), 106; “Florodora’ Girl A Peeress: Frances Belmont Becomes the Bride of Lord Ashburton in Paris,” New York 
Times, February 20, 1906, 1; Traub, Devil’s Playground, 15. 
70 Grimes, Appetite City, 104. 
71 Crain, Gilded Age in New York, 76; King, King’s Handbook of New York City, 134; David Scobey, “Nymphs and 
Satyrs: Sex and the Bourgeois Public Sphere in Victorian New York,” Winterthur Portfolio 37, no. 1 (2002): 44. 
72 Carolyn Brucken, “In the Public Eye: Women and the American Luxury Hotel,” Winterthur Portfolio 31, no. 4 
(December 1, 1996), 210. 
73 Brucken, “In the Public Eye,” 203. 
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hotel lay at the intersection of transportation, commercial, and political revolutions.74 These hotels 
depended on their distinct architectural style, as in the Astor House, with its neo-classical style, 
which displayed its love for the “imperial city.”75  
Going to restaurants was not a common practice before the Civil War, and restaurants were 
typically located in business and transportation centers, where tourists and businessmen frequented 
hotels.76 Cindy Lobel, in Urban Appetites: Food and Culture in Nineteenth-Century New York, 
states that the restaurants’ hierarchy is based on economics, food, culture, and image with the more 
casual the food, the more democratic the atmosphere. There was something for every social class, 
just not under one roof.77 Restaurants were very gender-specific for the wealthy, and proper women 
were not allowed to enter restaurants unescorted for fear of compromising their character and 
reputation. However, if there was a socially approved event, then women had to be present.78  
During the Gilded Age, eating out became a desired pastime making the city the center of 
food.79 Delmonico’s, beloved by the Four Hundred, was considered one of the grandest French 
restaurant establishing the standard of excellence of haute cuisine, which inspired other first-class 
French restaurants in the metropolitan area welcoming anyone who can pay.80 The Four Hundred 
took particular delight in mocking the nouveau riche as they were observed looking about in fear 
so he will not be noticed “as he points to the highest-priced item . . . having no remote idea what 
it is.”81 Hopefully, he had at least some hint of what he was about to consume. 
 
74 Brucken, “In the Public Eye,” 207. 
75 Brucken, “In the Public Eye,” 207. 
76 Haley, “Turning the Tables: American Restaurant Culture,” 19. 
77 Cindy R. Lobel, Urban Appetites: Food and Culture in Nineteenth-Century New York (Chicago; London: The 
University of Chicago Press, 2014), 195. 
78 Paul Freedman, “Women and Restaurants in the Nineteenth-Century United States,” Journal of Social History 48, 
no. 1 (2014): 12. 
79 Lobel, Urban Appetites, 112. 
80 Grimes, Appetite City, 101; Haley, “Turning the Tables: American Restaurant Culture,” 19. 
81 Grimes, Appetite City, 103. 
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Delmonico’s quickly understood the city’s potential and continually pushed uptown with 
the massive infusion of new money.82 Delmonico’s had several other locations, each servicing a 
specific industry or clientele.83 In 1892 they moved up to Broadway 26th Street & 5th Avenue – 
occupying a whole building consisting of a gentleman’s café, a lady's dining room, ballroom, and 
other social centers for the fashionable.84 In 1899, Delmonico’s continued its northward move up 
to 44th Street and 5th Avenue and remained there until Prohibition permanently closed its doors at 
this location in 1923. Today, Delmonico’s has only one restaurant located on Beaver Street in 
downtown Manhattan. However, its historical importance in the growth of restaurants and standard 
of excellence throughout this country cannot be understated.  
Invasion of Times Square 
 
Here, where the white lights have begun 
To seethe the way for something fair, 
No prophet knew, from what was done, 
That there was triumph in the air. 
 
-- Lyrics by Edward Arlington Robinson from The White Lights, Broadway 190685 
 
In Broadway: A History of New York City in Thirteen Miles, Fran Leadon traces the northward 
journey along Broadway, noting the importance in the development of Longacre Square north of 
42nd Street, the rigid borderline that required courage and a unique vision to explore. However, 
Leadon diminishes Oscar Hammerstein’s significance by excluding him from any praise of being 
the first person to cross over north of 42nd Street several years before the arrival of either Astor 
 
82 Lobel, Urban Appetites, 199; Crain, Gilded Age in New York, 61; Grimes, Appetite City, 101, 103. 
83 Freedman, “Women and Restaurants,” 2. (Delmonico’s other locations:  2 South William Street (“The Citadel”) 
catered to shipping magnates and bankers; 22nd & Broad Street served stockbrokers; Chambers and Broadway 
customers were politicians, lawyers, and merchants (located across from A.T Stewart on Ladies Mile, women were 
allowed to take lunch); 14th Street – 1862-1876 included the highest element of society.) 
84 King, King’s Handbook of New York City, 213. 
85 Ken Bloom, Broadway: An Encyclopedic Guide to the History, People, and Places of Times Square (New York: 
Facts on File, 1991), xviii.  
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cousins or the New York Times. He instead credits that if not for the animosity between cousins, 
William Waldorf Astor and John Jacob Astor IV and for, the New York Times publisher, Adolph 
Simon Ochs Times Square would not have existed.86   
Oscar Hammerstein, a successful inventor, real estate investor, and theater producer, 
opened his Olympia Music Hall on November 25, 1895, in Longacre Square between 45th and 44th 
Streets a full nine years before the arrival of the New York Times and the IRT subway87 (Figure 9). 
The New York Times declared the Olympia the grandest amusement temple of the world, with its 
“opening capp[ing] more than a century of theater's sprint up Broadway” and credited in bringing 
an “Oklahoma land rush into Longacre” with the “arrival of the New York Times and the 1900 
signing of the construction contract for the first subway.”88 Although the Olympia failed, 
Hammerstein undeterred opened the Victory Theatre nearby (Figure 10). Other theater syndicates 
followed his lead, earning him the nickname of “Father of Times Square,” although his many 
critics also called him Times Square’s first “master of shameless hyperbole.”89 In his 1919 
obituary, the New York Times praised Hammerstein’s “tireless energy . . . building theater after 
theater . . . far ahead of his time . . . a character of almost titanic force and picturesqueness.”90  
With theaters following Hammerstein’s lead into Longacre Square, the Astor cousins 
quickly saw the area’s potential and accurately assessed the need for new hotels to accommodate 
the increasing numbers of visitors (Figure 11). The Astor cousins, William Waldorf Astor and 
 
86 Leadon, Broadway, 175; Bloom, Broadway: An Encyclopedic Guide, xii. 
79 “Olympia Ready To Open: Hammerstein’s Theatre, Music Hall, and Concert Hall Completed. Great Combination 
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and Vaudeville,” New York Times, November 24, 1895, 13; Bloom, Broadway: An Encyclopedic Guide, 139; Mary C. 
Henderson and Alexis Greene, The Story of 42nd Street: The Theaters, Shows, Characters, and Scandals of the 
World’s Most Notorious Street (New York: Back Stage Books, 2008), 20; Bianco, Ghosts of 42nd Street: A History of 
America's Most Infamous Block (New York: William Morrow, 2004), 10. 
88 Richard F. Shepard, “Hammerstein’s Gamble: How a Cigar Mogul Brought the Theater to Times Square,” New 
York Times, November 5, 1995, CY3; Bloom, Broadway: An Encyclopedic Guide, 141; Wallace, Greater Gotham, 394. 
89 Rogers and Weston, Carnival Crossroads, 72; Henderson and Greene, Story of 42nd Street, 21. 
90 Bloom, Broadway: An Encyclopedic Guide, 143. 
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John Jacob Astor IV (“Jack”), were the great-grandchildren of John Jacob Astor I, the family’s 
patriarch and originator of the Astor wealth who, in 1840, was noted as America’s richest man. 
With more than $20 million (or $519 million in 2019) in his estate, his descendants became 
extremely wealthy.91 His 1803 purchase of the 70-acre Eden Farm for $25,000 (or $431,162 in 
2019) was located between Broadway and the Hudson River and bounded by 42nd and 46th Streets 
on Longacre Square, which remained undeveloped, collecting only rent and property taxes from 
its tenants.92  
The cousins despised each other for personal and business reasons, and they used their 
animosity to spur competitive hotel building. William led first with the Waldorf Hotel (1893) on 
5th Avenue and 34th Street, and Jack followed next door with the Astoria Hotel (1897) (Figure 12). 
By agreement, these two buildings were combined as the Waldorf-Astoria connected by a corridor 
called Peacock Alley, where elite society paraded before an admiring public on their way to dinner 
(Figures 1, 3, and 24). In this venue, the wealthy were provided with the appropriate stage before 
an admiring to show off their social prominence. 
Both cousins then turned their attention to Eden Farms. On September 9, 1904, William 
opened his 11-story Astor Hotel, built in the French Renaissance style located on Broadway 
between 44th and 45th Street93 (Figure 14). The hotel’s immediate success validated the importance 
of Times Square.94 In 1906, Jack opened the Hotel Knickerbocker directly across from the Astor 
 
91 Bloom, Broadway: An Encyclopedic Guide, xi; Kenneth T. Jackson, The Encyclopedia of New York City: Second 
Edition (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2010), 72. 
92 “Romance of the Historic Eden Farm Owned by Astor Family Since 1803: In His Will Medref Eden Gives 
Picturesque Account of Its Rural Charms in 1798--How Henry Astor Obtained His Portion When Title Was Finally 
Cleared After Long Litigation Medref Eden’s Will. Astor Bought Off Claims. Cheerful Picture of Early Days. Partition 
to Henry Astor,” New York Times, February 20, 1920, 22.; Leadon, Broadway, 184. 
93 Norval White et al., eds., AIA Guide to New York City, (Oxford; New York: Oxford University Press, 2010), 298. 
(The Astor Hotel was torn down in 1967 and replaced by a 50-story office building called One Astor Plaza). 
94 Wallace, Greater Gotham, 428. 
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Hotel on 42nd Street and Broadway, an affordable “Fifth Avenue Hotel at Broadway prices”95 
(Figure 15). Built in Louis XIV style, it boasted the world's longest bar, its wall graced with 
Maxfield Parrish's (8 x 30) mural of Old King Cole, earning its nickname the “42nd Street Country 
Club” by the theater crowd96 (Figure 16). Both hotels were less snooty than the Waldorf-Astoria 
as they accommodated “commercial travelers, prosperous middle-class tourists, conventioneers en 
masse, and civic celebrants.”97 With all this activity, real estate values rise by 30 to 35 percent, and 
this area became the new Rialto epicenter with the opening of more theaters.98  This hotel building 
made Times Square desirable, attracting the attention of additional entertainment venues and one 
of the city's most popular newspaper, the New York Times, who was looking for a new location for 
its expanding newspaper. The Times will witness, criticize and broadcast all the events and 
activities in this new commercial and entertainment arena.  
Leading the search for a new location for his newspaper, Adolph Simons Ochs, owner, and 
publisher of the New York Times, purchased a tiny triangular plot of land at the crossroads in 1902 
where 7th Avenue and Broadway intersect at 42nd Street. Ochs anticipated that the city’s uptown 
flow would make Longacre Square meaningful.99 His new headquarters, the Times Tower, would 
mirror the Flatiron at Union Square, as both buildings pointed northward like “ships breasting the 
Broadway current,” and on January 18, 1904, the Times Tower is completed100 (Figure 17). 
To change the public's perception of Longacre Square, it officially became known as Times 
Square in April 1904, and its commemoration was publicly celebrated on New Year's Eve.101 The 
 
95 Wallace, Greater Gotham, 483. 
96 Wallace, Greater Gotham, 428. 
97 Wallace, Greater Gotham, 483. 
98 Leadon, Broadway, 188, 197; Wallace, Greater Gotham, 431; Karen Swenson, “In Another Country,” ed. James 
Traub et al., The Georgia Review 60, no. 3/4 (2006): 829. 
99 Bloom, Broadway: An Encyclopedic Guide, 379. 
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New York Times documented this event as Times Square’s first New Year’s Eve celebration with 
an estimated 50,000 people attending this first event, increasing between 300,000 and 700,000 
people a decade later. This annual tradition continues to this day.102  
Ochs was well aware that August Belmont, owner of the Interborough Rapid Transit (IRT) 
subway, had chosen the Times Tower base for his new subway, and it opened as the Times Square 
station on October 27, 1904103  (Figures 18 and 19). This major transportation hub connected with 
Grand Central Terminal Station at 42nd and Vanderbilt Avenue and Third and Sixth Avenue 
elevated trains, the ferries into New Jersey, and the bridges into Brooklyn, aptly naming this 
intersection the Crossroads of the World104 (Figure 56).The IRT, Manhattan’s first underground 
railway, for only 5 cents carried up to 600,000 passengers daily within the first year, doubling a 
decade later.105 Within one year, over 5 million people used the Times Square subway stop.106  
Times Square’s attraction was enhanced by Oscar J. Gude, known as “New York's maestro 
of exterior advertising.”107 His designs became critical in transforming Times Square into the Great 
White Way. His electronic billboards became part of the entertainment and nighttime architecture. 
They embodied a surreal atmosphere where the “nighttime brilliance of electric lights illuminated 
the entire area in some sort of dreamlike character in a motion picture.”108 It has been proven that 
even from the beginning, light would provide an opportunity to use a neighborhood for a different 
purpose at night. The neighborhood itself provided both a business and entertainment value. These 
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lights would transform not only by illuminating the streets but also by creating a sort of impression 
on one's mood where nighttime light has the same effect as a beautiful sunset.  Times Square was 
the public arena where cultural and social transformation took place on the big stage. As the years 
and world events passed, Times Square would struggle to adjust to different interests and demands. 
This thesis will focus on the importance and impact of nightlife in Times Square from the 
late 1890s to the early1920s by analyzing how classically designed lobster palaces provided 
aristocratic power and privilege for its wealthy conspicuous consumers seeking attention and 
validation later out of economic necessity transforming into a cabaret, a more democratic and 
inclusive less formal venue. This cabaret would become the catalyst in providing opportunities for 
women and the disenfranchised through American culture's emergence via its entertainment 
through ragtime music and dancing. However, Times Square went through a period of social and 
cultural decline, and critics blame the sexual and social experimentation for its decline; instead, it 
was government interference and other economic events, such as Prohibition, which caused its 
decline. 
Chapter One will discuss the lobster palaces and lobster palace society, seen as a more 
alternative version to Waldorf-Astoria's luxurious east side, where money and not status 
guaranteed entrance. They still conformed to traditional forms of aristocracy by imitating 
architectural images and décor. These lobster palaces became the public stage for new and old 
money, theater stars, chorus girls, politicians, and tourists. The overindulgence of massive 
consumption of food, alcohol, diamonds, and women was considered desired status symbols. 
Chapter Two will explore the reasons for the decline of the popularity of the lobster palaces and 
the emergence of cabarets in response to the public's demand for dancing and entertainment and 
less emphasis on the food. Opportunities present themselves to both women, the disenfranchised, 
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and the new middle class to establish the Americanization of mass entertainment. 
Men and women, not born to privilege and wealth or an aristocratic pedigree, had a chance 
to shine during this period at the turn of the century in these lobster palaces and cabarets, and in 





Lobster Palaces: Elegant dinners and nighttime fun 
The word aristocracy . . . generally understood by the people of the United 
States – not as the old Greeks used it, to express class composed by the best 
people; not as the European nations use it, to express the titled classes; but as 
the Americans use it, to describe a class of pretenders who would be titled 
people if they could, and  … who assume superior importance on account of 
money. 
 
--Matthew M. Trumbull109 
 
New Yorkers’ vanity about their superiority as America’s role model is not a recent 
phenomenon. So, it was not surprising when New Yorkers became particularly offended by British 
novelist Charles Dickens’ negative impressions following his first visit in 1842. Ridiculing both 
their food and eating manners, he concluded that the “culinary life of America barbarous. . . 
[eating] indigestible matter … [with] dyspeptic individuals bolt[ing] their food . . . [with a] 
destruction of the heavy dishes.”110 On his return visit in 1868, New Yorkers made an effort to 
prove their cultural refinement with a banquet at Delmonico’s, the premier elite restaurant. At this 
banquet, the New York Times reported that Dickens now praised the country’s refinement by noting 
“gigantic changes” in its gastronomic fare.111 Wealthy New Yorkers now appeased had validated 
their aristocratic pretensions by using French cuisine with European architecture to validate their 
superior status as America’s role model.  
By the 1890s, New York City became the country’s acknowledged economic and industrial 
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powerhouse supported by powerful Wall Street, the national railroads and industries' chief 
financer. At the same time, it became both the food and cultural capital with its restaurants, 
entertainment, and music industry. New York’s newspapers presented the city as a successful, 
seductive image to all Americans and showed that it was the only “city that belonged to the entire 
country.”112 New millionaires or the arrivistes the lately respectable looters of land, railroads, coal, 
iron, cattle and petroleum in tandem with the immigrants, are both lured by this image of 
importance and opportunity, begin to crowd its shores, pushing lower Manhattan upward with new 
skyscrapers and northward up Manhattan Island.113 
For the old Knickerbockers, New York's social elite, both sets of newcomers were 
unwelcome. However, the immigrants were much easier to control and packed into tall and foul 
tenements of tightly defined ethnic communities of less than two miles square.114 In contrast, the 
new millionaires were a more significant threat and harder to control. These invaders attempt to 
reinvent themselves through excessive spending.115 They validated their cultural sophistication 
through French food, French chefs, and European aristocratic elements and foreign goods using 
both cultural and economic capital.116 Block gobbling mansions, Newport summer cottages, 
Parisian fashions, lavish aristocratic jewels, eating out, and being seen in hotels and restaurants 
would become the standard for the “newly rich” to access their place in New York Society.117 The 
Knickerbockers, or the Four Hundred, led by the formidable Mrs. Astor, quickly realized that 
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maintaining their privacy, and remaining hidden behind the walls of their mansions or exclusive 
Delmonico’s, was an inadequate strategy. It was time to leave their homes to congregate and 
display themselves in quasi-public spaces such as approved elite hotels and exclusive 
restaurants.118  
It was a widespread belief that classical architecture and décor could showcase the 
importance and hide the newness of fortune.119 Many used classical architecture, with its 
aristocratic imagery, to portray America's imperial grandeur and progress, which became a 
benchmark of people’s current attitudes.120 During America’s empire-building, Kristin Hoganson, 
in Cosmopolitan Domesticity: Importing the American Dream 1865-1920, maintains that the home 
represented a haven from immigrants and acted as a stage to show power and status through the 
attainment and comfort of foreign goods by decorating their home with souvenirs.121 These 
souvenirs or “trophies,” as identified by Thorstein Veblen, represented both racial privilege and 
imperial rule, establishing social status and importance.122 Stanford White, society’s elite architect, 
justified the “imperial tastes of the period” by plundering architectural objects and décor from 
Europe.  If one could not obtain original trophies, there were firms advertised in the New York 
Plaisance which provided affordable reproductions.123 This ability to travel through one's 
household interiors to other foreign destinations would also hold true for restaurant décor.124 
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Hoganson interprets this craving for foreign decor as a double standard as the elite still attempted 
to Americanize the very immigrants whose souvenirs they desired.125 During this period, 
Americans believed that imitating foreign culture more important than creating their own. Quite 
likely, it was the immigrants who showed Americans how to find themselves. 
New York Society’s only option was to leave their homes for hotels and restaurants, where 
they could be seen and admired safely. Before the 1890s, hotels are designed to accommodate the 
transient trade, cannot host elaborate banquets and actively segregated women from supposedly 
unsavory elements. 126 Now, in these hotels and restaurants one could enjoy the best of Europe 
(from artwork, décor, and food) and still protect their social importance.127 In The New Metropolis, 
E. Idell Zeisloft states that these new hotels became self-sufficient centers providing all the 
comforts of home, including modern amenities such as central heating, indoor plumbing, shops, 
suites, and lecture halls.128 If the home represented safety and privacy, then the new hotels could 
become their second homes where a wealthy family could have a country estate and then reside in 
a hotel “during the season.”129  The public dining room in these restaurants was seen as “the most 
elegant of private homes” as they mirrored their homes in their quiet elegance and soft-spoken 
service.130 These hotels and restaurants play both roles of exclusivity and democracy. The general 
public has the unrestricted privilege of admiring the wealthy while the latter validates its 
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importance from their admirers.  
These quasi-public venues provided a public stage for wealthy Americans to prove their 
cultural importance by employing old imperial architectural décor complimented with the 
excessive indulgence of large, expensive meals, wine, women, tipping, and jewelry131 (Figure 72). 
The Waldorf-Astoria Hotel and the equally expensive Broadway lobster palaces provided that 
opportunity to prove superiority and cultural capital where they could display status and attain 
admiration. 132 
These new venues provided an opportunity for wealthy women, as hoteliers and 
restauranteurs identified them as valuable marketing tool whose patronage they sought.133 Also, 
many hotels and restaurants provided immigrants an opportunity to serve the elite and build their 
financial houses. Furthermore, this nocturnal urban experiment eventually led to a more 
Americanized version of American culture. The wealthy had many options available to validate 
social status and importance. These included the east side Sherry's, Delmonico’s, and the Waldorf-
Astoria. Directly across town was Times Square, which offered the Astor and Knickerbocker 
Hotels, its popular roof gardens, and the entertaining lobster palaces.134 It was time for elite society 
to step out into the public and put on a show.  
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At the Waldorf “Hyphen” Astoria, 
No matter who or what you are, 
Be sure to nod at Oscar135 as you enter; 
Just to speak to him by name 
And for “ten” he’ll do the same 
That's the proper thing for the Waldorf "Hyphen" Astoria. 
 
-- Chorus sung by Irene Franklin at Oscar Hammerstein's Olympia136 
 
Mrs. Astor and the Four Hundred understood that the worlds of them and us were merging. 
Even novelist, Edith Wharton's in The Age of Innocence, concurred with this threat that “if [we] 
don't stand together, there will be no such thing as Society left,” and combined with its youth 
grumbling that “New York was dying of dullness” New York aristocracy had no choice137 This 
inevitable pressure forced Mrs. Astor to lead society to the Waldorf-Astoria, where now previously 
private elite families posed for pictures and encouraged the press to chronicle their every move.138 
By its extreme mixing of social classes, public nature, and architectural design, the Waldorf-
Astoria would be the complete opposite of Delmonico's quiet exclusivity.139  
The 13-story Waldorf Hotel built by Willian Waldorf Astor in 1893 on the 33rd street corner 
and 5th Avenue, was combined in 1897 with the 17-story Astoria Hotel, financed by cousin John 
Jacob Astor IV on the 34th Street corner and 5th Avenue and renamed as the “Waldorf-Astoria”140 
(Figures 12 and 13). Constructed of red brick and sandstone in the German Renaissance style and 
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crowned with spires, gables, and balconies, it boasted one thousand rooms with 750 private 
bathrooms, several restaurants, banquet halls, and conference halls accommodating hundreds, 
including visiting royalty, politicians, and various celebrities.141  
The new Waldorf-Astoria became a symbol of New York’s enormous power and unlimited 
wealth, a place where the wealthy were seen publicly competing with social upstarts.142 In 
Incredible New York: High Life and Low Life of the Last Hundred Years, Lloyd Morris contends 
that this Hotel became a fantasy to millions of Americans who could worship the wealthy lavish 
life and acted like a national university to change all Americans' tastes, manners, and customs.143 
Previously, women routinely segregated into specific gender-specific dining areas are now seen as 
a marketing commodity, and the Waldorf-Astoria provided a pleasant environment for their 
gatherings.  
When the Waldorf first opened, William’s intended to provide a safe quasi-public area 
where wealthy women could gather with all the comforts of home.144 The New York Times praised 
William’s intent in providing a series of magnificent “homes” in the Hotel, with some furnishings 
provided by William’s own demolished mansion145 (Figure 20). Lavishly appointed rooms with 
imported French china and Baccarat crystal gave the wealthy patrons a familiar, homey feeling146 
(Figure 21). This Hotel provided the perfect venue for society to enjoy themselves among strangers 
and encouraged a more democratic mixing where money and the right clothes would grant 
admittance.147 
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Women, the traditional recipients of male and material progress, represented both family 
honor and the home's guardian, now lent their power by validating the Hotel's respectability.148 At 
the women-only Palm Room, located in the Waldorf, they gathered daily for “lunching out” or 
“having afternoon tea,” which quickly became the most popular luncheon rendezvous in 
America.149 The nearby Gentleman’s Café provided the usual male diversions, “free lunch,” and 
continued financial discussions150 (Figure 22).  
Couples joined for dinner at the Palm Garden, located in the Astoria, an exclusive 
restaurant where formal evening attire for men and evening gowns for women was required151 
(Figure 23). The restaurant’s enormous popularity required reservations weeks in advance. By 
seven in the evening, a velvet rope placed at its entrance directed the unfortunates to dine at the 
less aristocratic Empire and Rose Rooms.152 Still used today at clubs and other venues, this barrier 
attracts New Yorkers because it symbolizes desirability and scarcity.153  
The Hotel’s manager, Mr. George C. Boldt, a German immigrant, together with his maître 
d’hôtel Oscar Tshirsky or “Oscar of the Waldorf,” a Swiss immigrant, skillfully became the Hotel's 
branding experts for upcoming events.154 As gatekeepers and social snobs, they had to admit 
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“bluebloods, barbarians and beauties” alike since their massive dining rooms required full capacity 
each night where exclusivity was limited only to money and the appropriate clothes.155 In this 
respect, the Waldorf-Astoria was successfully challenging exclusiveness by accepting what a 
Knickerbocker hostess would call the new clientele “a more vulgar lot of people.”156 Patrons dined 
in elegant silence, whispering only amongst themselves when someone entered so as not to copy 
rowdy Broadway. Oscar named this performance “Unsocial Sociability” where you displayed 
one’s woman and, at the same time, enhance the process of looking on – seen and being seen.157  
Waldorf-Astoria’s large public rooms provided a continuous performance for its wealthy 
guests and celebrities.158 Its main attraction was an interior connecting mall called “Peacock 
Alley,” a 335-foot corridor with tawny marble walls running parallel to 34th Street between the 
Empire Room and the Palm Garden. It quickly became the first celebrity red carpet159 (Figure 24). 
This previously unnamed corridor was christened “Peacock Alley” by the New York Herald’s 
society editor, Mr. Baker when he observed wealthy couples “peacocking” on their way to dinner 
to the mirrored Palm Garden and then, once seated, would discreetly admire themselves and others 
through their mirrored reflections.160 Both Boldt and Oscar immediately approved this new 
name.161 Albert Stevens Crockett in Peacocks on Parade called these curious admiring spectators 
as “missionaries of strut.”162 Any well-dressed individual could sit in this corridor every night, 
where luxurious chairs and sofas were provided for the spectators’ comfort, never spending a cent 
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and was allowed to stay.163 Peacock Alley became the Gilded Age’s reality TV for the general 
populace.164  
By 1908, peacocking became less noticeable, and by 1912 the “Golden Peacocks” were no 
longer attracting admirers.165 New York elite society continued to be loyal to the Waldorf-Astoria, 
but the continuous public raucousness soon became unappealing. Many fled to smaller venues 
such as Sherry’s (1898) on 36th  Street and 5th Avenue, Delmonico’s, or the St. Regis Hotel (1904) 
on 2 East 55th Street, where an atmosphere of quiet elegance and social exclusiveness still 
existed.166 Others craving more excitement went west to Times Square, where its frenetic activity 
was satirically described as “a triangle full of square running around in circles.”167  
In 1929 the Waldorf-Astoria was demolished to make way for the Empire State Building. 
The Hotel's relocation was the inevitable “northward march of progress,” and the Hotel relocated 
to Park Avenue and 50th Street.168 Unique structural features were added to this Park Avenue 
location, such as a secret tunnel system used to discreetly transport President FDR when visiting 
the city.169 This unique tunnel system known as Track 61 remains to this day.170 Today new owners 
will transform this once grand Hotel by revamping the upper floors to privately owned 
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condominiums opening in 2022.171 Ideally, the Hotel is returning to William Astor's original intent 
for the Waldorf in 1893, as a substitute home. Hopefully, its rich history will not be destroyed, and 
the public will still be allowed in the lobby to enjoy the show. 
Times Square 
 
Fifth Avenue … was sacred, but Broadway was its comic relief. 
                                            -- quote by Evander Berry Wall, the “King of Dudes” 172 
 
 
Times Square, also known as “Eating-house Square,” offered a different alternative for 
socializing and nightlife than the composed east side with its palatial Broadway theaters, the Astor 
and Knickerbocker Hotels bars and restaurants, roof gardens, and lobster palaces.173  Before 
television, movies, and radio, Times Square was an important commercial and entertainment area 
for the general public and a neighborhood where under cover of darkness, men and women mingled 
freely with an eclectic group of strangers as they do today.174 Restaurants became stage sets for the 
displaying and acting out of wealth where everyone could be seen and admired. However, this new 
form of urban socializing did not come easily and faced continuous social and cultural 
opposition.175  
In The Devil’s Playground: A Century of Pleasure and Profit in Times Square, James Traub 
states that Times Square had the three most perfect elements: urban geography, real estate 
dynamics, and public transportation. However, he credits the New York Times successful 
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marketing of Times Square as the new public center with its New Year’s Eve celebration and 
gathering to commemorate public events.176 Times Square continually fed the public’s need for 
scandals, and the newspapers happily provided those stories.177 Here was where Broadway and 5th 
Avenue met with Mrs. Astor’s Four Hundred and O. Henry’s Four Million.178 
Under the midnight sun, the daytime crowds were replaced by the nighttime swarms of 
pleasure seekers, and Times Square became an adult playground, promising great fun and hope in 
endless possibilities.179  Times Square did not disappoint, and locals and tourists both spent millions 
of dollars, which was a welcome stimulus to the city.180 Wealthy men proudly spent their money 
on cocktails, chorus girls, theater, and late-night suppers, particularly at the famous lobster palaces, 
where they quickly parted with their money.181  New York City's height of financial and economic 




I Want What I Want When I Want It 
 
-- From opera Mademoiselle Modiste182 
 
From approximately 1899 through 1920, the very popular lobster palaces were located 
close to each other in Times Square, where modernity such as bright electrical lights and colored 
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bulbs drew people and identified lobster palaces as “uniquely modern spaces.”183 With a few 
exceptions, all offered the same recipe for a fun night, which included expensive and excellent 
cuisine amidst elegant European, classical, and imperial architecture.184 Its expensive French-based 
menus offered many delicacies, including its trademark – the lobster served sixteen different ways 
and presented as a “hard-boiled crustacean to the avenue of tinsel in a palatial setting.”185 Within 
these intimate restaurants, anyone with money could mask their lack of pedigree and become 
master of the universe.186  Men separated from the women from Fifth Avenue and Broadway and 
barely removed from the public eye could entertain suspect women from outside their group and 
indulge in their sexual appetites in full public view.187 It was very much a male dominated 
playground. Society women did frequent these restaurants but only covertly. Although much 
livelier than the Waldorf-Astoria, it still played a balancing act of catering to and defying middle-
class Protestant rules but in a more sensual atmosphere where both sexes could experiment in 
public behavior.  
In the heart of the theater district, it was an extension of the theater itself where everyone 
could see and be seen. The dining room itself was theater; the kitchen, the backstage and table, is 
the chef's stage as the main attraction.188 Here dishes created by celebrity chefs provided the 
elaborate presentations, almost like the setting of the play. Its celebrities and patrons continued the 
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performance by exhibiting themselves as champion feeders and consumers.189 The patrons ate with 
their eyes and their mouths with the best showmanship, winning the crowd.190 
The wealthy families, such as the Astors, built Fifth Avenue and Times Square, but it was 
the immigrants, most often the Irish, Swiss, and French, who created the lobster palaces.191 They 
offered the same menu, service, décor, the comforts of home, and the promise of celebrities and, 
in turn, to be noticed and seen by fashionable people.192 One American success story was 
Shanley’s, owned by Thomas J. Shanley, an Irish immigrant, with several restaurants and one on 
Broadway between 42nd and 43rd Streets (Figure 25). It featured an Empire Room of mahogany, 
gold and mirrors but offered a more casual atmosphere than his later counterparts.193 Shanley’s, 
financed by the Astors, launched “Broadway’s First Lobster Palace,” and its success paved the 
way for Rector’s194 (Figure 26). 
Other lobster palaces were the Café des Beaux Arts (1901) located on 80 W. 40th Street 
later relocated and renamed after new owner Louis (Jacques) Bustanoby, a French immigrant, 
(1911) on 110 W. 39th Street and closing in 1916.195 Churchill’s (1911) on 1603 Broadway was 
owned by retired police Captain James Churchill and could accommodate 2,500 guests in the main 
dining room or balcony (Figure 27). Churchill criticized the general assumption that lobster was 
Broadway’s coat of arms. It was asserted that the type of people who patronized and supported 
these restaurants were called Lobster Palace Society, but Churchill asserted that he relied mainly 
on everyday tourists and local visitors196 (Figure 28). Lobster palaces could hike the food prices, 
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especially if it had a French name, with people fighting to get in, and as Churchill noted, “the 
harder you sting them, the more they want to get stung.”197 Churchill successfully employed this 
method and after two months was forced to turn people away. Café Martin (1907), decorated in 
Art Nouveau décor and owned by Louis Martin, a Swiss immigrant, was the first to allow women 
into the main dining room and later permitted smoking.198 At Café Maxim’s (1909) on 38th Street 
and Broadway, on the former location of Delmonico's owner Julius Keller outfitted waiters in 
Louis XIV livery and provided roaming Italian troubadours.199 By 1906, the Times estimated that 
approximately eight thousand people dined here each night, some spending up to a thousand 
dollars a meal (or $28,805 in 2019).200 
Lobster palaces were Times Square’s “Peacock Alley.” They became the perfect 
advertising venue for many people, such as theatrical celebrities, extravagant playboys, Wall Street 
financiers, journalists, gamblers, professional beauties, chorus girls, kept women and tourists.201 
This eclectic group of performers became known as the “Lobster Palace Society” with all 
participants engaging in a subculture of covert sensuality202 (Figure 28). Celebrities become an 
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essential draw for these places since celebrities and lobster palaces depended on one another.203 
Here fashionable women, incognito, of course, could witness men publicly wining and dining other 
females whose social position was not easy to place. Nevertheless, women, whether a chorus girl 
or demimondaine, was a vital draw, so it was essential to make both feel like a great lady.204 
Restauranteurs also competed for celebrities’ patronage by naming dishes after them, or 
many went as far as going to France to acquire a much-desired recipe. 205 Here a man’s wealth is 
determined by the width of his stomach and the means to feed it. Diamond Jim Brady, so 
nicknamed because of adornment of his vast diamond jewelry, was a Horatio Alger success story, 
consumed incredible amounts of food in one sitting and was awarded a full permanent paunch as 
a symbol of his success206 (Figure 29). Rector's distinguished him as “the best twenty-five 
customers [we] ever had,” a title adequately earned (at Rector's, Brady would consume at one 
sitting: three carafes of freshly squeezed orange juice (Brady was a teetotaler), 2 to 3 dozen 
Lynnhaven oysters; a dozen hard-shelled crabs; 6 to 7 lobsters, steaks chops, coffee, cakes, pastry, 
and bonbons).207 Brady knew he had enough food when the four inches allotted between his 
stomach and table met uncomfortably.208 Actress Lillian Russell was his “stomach mate,” and their 
eating challenges kept the kitchens busy209 (Figure 5). Russell, a suffragette’s daughter, skillfully 
marketed her popularity to challenge male dominance if not yet in the political sphere but by 
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conquering a man’s eating contest. Both excessively covered with jewels they were noted as an 
unnatural phenomenon of the era.210  
The lobster palace’s most popular post-theater attraction was the “Bird and the Bottle” or 
a “large cold bottle and a small hot bird.”211 Here beautiful chorus girls (the Bird) were consumed 
by their extravagant stage-door Johnnies while sipping sparkling champagne (the bottle) under a 
façade of overwhelming refinement.212 These “Broadway butterflies” extracted from shows, the 
hotel lobbies, or even the streets would happily go with any man who would pay for it all.213 In 
return, these women received diamonds or hundred dollar bills concluding with a frolic in the 
restaurant’s private apartments (the neighborhood's all-night shoe, jewelry, and millinery stores 
shops remained open as late as 3 am for these impulse purchases).214 These were the predominant 
type of women that populated these restaurants. However, when fashionable ladies attended, it was 
incognito, and she changed her dress if inappropriate and was seated with her escort away from 
questionable characters.215 We begin to see that mixing different social classes with proper women 
who appreciated the attention, and slowly in several years, they and us begins to merge.216 
Lobster palaces operated and flourished during the Gay or Naughty Nineties in Times 
Square. Their presence added excitement and energy, where everyone felt that they were part of 
the performance. The lobster palaces offered a broader public lifestyle where the wealthy had 
usually consumed in private.217 Here the restauranteurs become merchants of leisure, attracting an 
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extremely eclectic crowd who were looking for alternatives to the traditional Victorian values. 
These lobster palaces following classical themes witnessed patrons near people who were never 
properly introduced. The food was essential, but the visibility of self-endorsement was just as 
important.  
Rector's was the first to rely on celebrities' importance to attract customers. It was the 
acknowledged centerpiece of lobster palace society, a place for meeting theater and social 
celebrities and anyone else who mattered dined there218 (Figures 30, 32 – 35). Although lacking a 
“peacock alley," Rector’s revolving doors and its grand staircases could usually showcase post-
theater’s healthy exhibitionism of “the grand entrance,” most often accompanied to music.219  
 A few blocks south was Murray’s Roman Gardens, the city’s first themed restaurant, 
which broke from the heavy Victorian furnishings and formulaic interiors of Rector’s European 
style.220 This building’s architectural style represented to Americans the power of their own 
civilization.221 Murray’s recreated with supposed accuracy the Roman aristocratic home of a 
Pompeiian villa. Its eclectic, busy décor was more like an adult amusement park, which allowed 
for a low budget visit back to the age of the Caesars (Figures 31, 45 – 49). 
Here the narrative regarding empire starts to shift. History has shown that empires most 
likely collapse, but Americans can have all these things – economic and territorial empires. Both 
Rector’s and Murray’s offered the same expensive and costly amenities but differed in presentation 
and decor. The luxurious décor was an attraction, but it is the crowds that sustained interest. 
Rector’s provided a more bohemian and theatrical atmosphere, a venue where everyone 
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performed. Murray's provided classical and imperial might through the décor of imperial Rome.  
The relationship between men and women was starting to change, albeit slowly, especially 
in the hotels. We will see a more confident and brazen discovery between couples as time 
progresses. The lobster palaces were a venue for experimentation and exploration.  The aristocratic 
décor, superb cuisine, and service made one feel important and dream of new possibilities. There 
is possibility and hope and a new way for men and women to socialize with one another. Men held 
the economic power, but it was the women, who were businesses main target was usually women 
who directed the men to these venues, depending upon the host's promised extravagance. In some 
sense, women had the social power to create and destroy a restaurant's future based on mere rumors 
or impressions. Women were in charge of their homes, and so, directed and approved of social 
situations. While not everyone had the means to afford an expensive meal, it gave faith that with 





And we motored down to Rector’s, 
    Where all was gay and Bright; 
And by the way, dear empress, 
    Who took you home tonight.  
 
    -- poem by Clarence Harvey222 
 
   I found a very valuable pearl in an oyster,” a man tells a woman,  
    that’s nothing,” she answers:  
   “I got a diamond from a lobster over at Rector’s last night. 
 
       -- Weber and Fields reviews223 
 
   You go to hell. I am going to Rector’s. 
       -- final scene in show The Easiest Way224 
 
Today in Times Square, asking for directions to Rector's, one would most likely be sent to 
the Rector at a local church.  However, at the turn of the century, Rector’s was widely recognized 
throughout the country as THE place to be seen and noticed.225 It can be compared to social 
networking nightclubs such as present-day Sardis or fashionable Elaine’s.226 Rector’s began with 
an ordinary man with ambition, courage, and a vision.  
Charles Rector, founder of Rector’s, began as a conductor for Manhattan’s Second Avenue 
line and later successfully managed the first Pullman Hotel Dining Car traveling across the 
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country.227 In 1884 he opened the original Rector’s Oyster House in Chicago on the corner of Clark 
and Monroe Streets, where its long dramatic descending staircase popular with fashionable women 
as this adequately displayed their formal evening gown’s long flowing trains.228 He was also 
credited with successfully introducing fresh oysters and live lobsters to the Midwestern 
millionaires and was recognized nationally as Chicago’s best restaurant.229 In a gesture of their 
appreciation, the city of Chicago awarded Rector’s with the only restaurant operator’s license for 
the fairgrounds during the 1893 Columbian Exposition.230 Rector’s three-story restaurant, called 
the Café de Marine, offered an extensive prix fixe dinner menu and became the Exposition’s main 
culinary attraction.231 Here, women were served whiskey in teacups and allowed cigarette smoking, 
which appealed to international visitors. (When Princess Eulalie of Spain discovered that whiskey 
was served to women in teacups, she requested a soup bowl full and was obliged. Her exit and 
appearance afterward confirmed that she did indeed consume the whole bowl.)232 Rector’s had 
many wealthy New York patrons, such as Diamond Jim Brady and George M. Cohan, who 
persuaded Charles Rector to bring his magic to New York.233 It would not be long before Rector’s 
quickly became the center of the social and theater scene, both as a status indicator and maker.234   
Rector’s opened on September 23, 1899, in Longacre Square, located close to 
Hammerstein’s Olympia Theatre and well before the arrival of the New York Times and the IRT 
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subway.235 In 1899, only one of the twenty-two theaters in New York City was located in Longacre 
Square (Figure 32). However, a decade later saw thirty-four theaters attracting urban explorers 
with “fat roll of bills” in their back pockets looking for adventure.236 It quickly became the most 
important and lavish of all lobster palaces rivaling both Sherry’s and Delmonico’s.237 
Rector’s two-story yellow façade was dominated overhead by its green illuminated 
trademark griffin; Longacre's second electric sign which became so recognized that the Rector's 
tried to patent it.238 The griffin provided an adequate beacon for the long line of taxis waiting to 
discharge its passengers at its entrance (Figures 33 and 34).239 Its exterior was an electrification of 
a Greco-Roman façade, a theatrical façade, an appropriate image for the area (Figure 33).240 
Rector's velvet rope at the entrance, copied from the Waldorf-Astoria, predictably became an 
enticement, instead of a deterrent.241 Rector’s front entrance contained the city’s first-ever 
revolving door. On opening day, this novelty caused both confusion and amusement for the patrons 
who pivoted around several turns before being ejected back onto the street.242 According to 
Charles’ son, George, people were delayed for at least two hours refusing to exit as they were 
delightfully caught in this merry-go-around of novelty.243  
Once the revolving door was mastered, patrons entered a $200,000 (or $6,219,210 in 2019) 
interior featuring floor to ceiling mirrors with polished marble floors and walls decorated in the 
green and gold “exaggerated style” of Louis XIV, a soothing color scheme for its “money-centered 
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patrons” (Figure 35).244 The griffin-embossed Irish linens and the griffin stenciled silverware 
became a popular “souvenir” for its guests, where they felt entitled to help themselves.245 No 
expense was spared to make a profit, and the décor, service, and food provided ample proof.246  
The main floor contained 100 tables for the “favored elite” (Figure 35). The second floor 
accommodated seventy-five tables for the “less illustrious,” including four private dining rooms.247 
A staff of approximately 165 professional servers from Switzerland were available to provide 
flawless and superb service. The small accommodations of the dining rooms promised a more 
intimate, comfortable experience. Overhead enormous crystal chandeliers were magnified by floor 
to ceiling mirrors that allowed patrons to observe both themselves and the grand entrances of noted 
celebrities as they spun through the revolving door like “conqueror[s] process[ing] through the 
arches of ancient and imperial Rome.”248 The patrons, both men and women, covered themselves 
in jewelry, were loud, tipped heavily and came for a big show. 
George credits himself as “the man who changed Broadway . . .  [bringing] Paris to New 
York … turn[ing] day into night and night into daze” with Rector’s as a  “cathedral of froth ... the 
bourse of gossip and the clearinghouse of rumors.”249 He often bragged that “while others are 
forced to pay to see the theatrical stars of the day, the theatrical headliners paid to see Rector’s.”250 
Rector’s was just another stage for stars to make their grand entrances celebrating theatrical 
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triumphs.251 By mentioning the celebrities in their plays and giving them free publicity, Rector's 
reciprocated by providing free advertising. The perfect recipe of superb cuisine and service 
accompanied by the theatrical celebrities and the who's who of the theatrical literary and social 
elite guaranteed it success.252 
A social and eclectic circus of actors, society playboys, Wall Street investors, prizefighters, 
opera singers, gamblers, playwrights, songwriters, jockeys, explorers, journalists, politicians, polo 
players were vying to be seen and noticed.253 On any night, one might catch a glimpse of the 
Florodora sextet, six young chorines, accompanied by their besotted wealthy escorts (Figure 6). 
Or former Florodora, ingenue Evelyn Nesbit and her seducer playboy architect Stanford White 
whose social peccadillos and excessive womanizing culminated in his murder254 (Figure 7). Other 
celebrities, such as American writers, O. Henry (The Four Million), Booth Tarkington (The 
Magnificent Ambersons and Alice Adams); actresses Sarah Bernhardt and Lily Langtry (nicknamed 
the “Jersey Lily” and Edward, the Prince of Wales’ mistress); performer Frankie Bailey (her 
perfect legs christened “Frankie Baileys”); Florenz Ziegfeld and his wife Anna Held, whose 
famous legs, 18-inch waist and winking eyes initiated social unrest); society people, such as 
Reginald Vanderbilt (father of fashion designer Gloria Vanderbilt), Alfred Gwynne Vanderbilt 
(died on the Lusitania in 1915), John Jacob Astor IV (died on the Titanic in 1912), dandy E. Berry 
Wall and society painter Charles Dana Gibson of the Gibson girl fame.255 
George Rector, an accomplished French chef and restauranteur, and a talented marketer 
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wrote an entertaining memoir, The Girl from Rector’s, ironically the title of a play that both lent 
unwanted notoriety which factored in Rector’s decline. Part memoir and part cookbook, the reader 
is entertained with an insider’s view of Rector’s but is also peppered with personal selective 
memories.256 George honestly pointed out that separating the dollar from its American wallet 
required a foreign accent with their food, and Rector's did this skillfully.257 The menu was in French 
but with a cosmopolitan flavor offering Egyptian quail, English pheasant, African peaches, 
southern European strawberries.258 Patrons, especially the tourists, would devour anything with a 
French name including des oeufs au jambon (ham and eggs).259 Rector’s was expensive to maintain 
with rent at $10,000 annually (or $310,960 in 2019), and they relied on the heavy spenders and 
equally heavy eaters, feeding up to 1,000 patrons daily.260 
Unlike other lobster palaces that catered to more diners, Rector provided a more intimate 
ambiance for a few hundred. As Times Square continued to expand and attract tourists, Rector’s 
felt that it would be the perfect time to build a 14-story hotel with a restaurant to accommodate 
those growing numbers.  Designed by the White City's chief architect, Daniel Burnham, this 
French Renaissance-style hotel included a restaurant seating 800 with twenty-four guest rooms.261 
Rector's closed in February 1910, reopening in under eleven months in December 1910 to the 
praise of several newspapers, including the New York Times, where it guaranteed a homelike 
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atmosphere with affordable rooms and the promise of no Peacock Alley262 (Figures 37 and 38). 
Diners would dine on exquisite food under a $14,000 (or $389,000 in 2019) gilt ceiling.263 
However, all the ingredients for a successful future did not come together, and Rector's good 
fortune was about to change.  
A famous 1909 musical called, The Girl from Rector’s, was touring the country.  It implied 
that Rector's catered explicitly to loose women, and their poster validated this impression.264 
(Figure 36). The line misleadingly suggested that girls without any virtue used lobster palaces as 
their hunting ground, specifically naming Rector’s.265 As this play circulated the country, its poster 
caused an outrage, particularly among housewives who connected Rector’s with this brazen 
naughtiness, and so would not permit their husbands to stay in its Hotel. 
In the past, theater used Rector's name in promoting their shows with Rector's blessing. 
After all, it was to their advantage as both sides profited from this publicity. The mention of 
Rector's in theater performances added a positive popular effect and vice versa. The newspaper, 
The San Francisco Call, reported that a hotel's reputation is the same as a woman's, easy to attack, 
but difficult to defend.266 Charles was counseled to protest against the use of his name but hesitated 
because of his previous positive relationship with the theater, and by the time he tried, it was 
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already too late. Their previous strong connection proved to be a double-edged sword.  Its once-
loyal supposedly avant-garde patrons and fans held onto rigid Victorian values and shunned the 
Hotel. Although the restaurant did a moderate business, this shunning assured that Rector’s Hotel 
was a “mortifying dud” 267 (Figure 37). In the 250-room Rector’s Hotel, there was not one guest 
for three months, and it was losing $1000 daily (or $28,000 in 2019).268 George Rector believed 
that Rector’s lost both its hominess and reputation, and the patrons resenting this went to other 
lobster palaces.269 
After five years of struggle, and despite the continued financial assistance and public 
support of several Broadway celebrities, Rector’s was forced to declare bankruptcy. Under new 
owners, the Hotel was renamed as Hotel Claridge270 (Figure 39). Charles lost his entire personal 
fortune of approximately one million dollars (or $26,193,00 in 2019).271 Sadly, he died a year later 
after a prolonged illness.272 George, with his trademark irony, remarked that Rector’s was doomed 
by a girl that never existed.273  
Later, George went into partnership with two others and opened up Rector's as a cabaret 
(after winning a court battle to retain use of his own name).274 Opening on 48th and Broadway, it 
was the first restaurant to open deliberately as a cabaret275 (Figures 41, 42, 63). This new cabaret 
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was not crowned with Rector's griffin but rather a 70-foot-high brightly lit Rector’s sign.276 George 
regrets this period calling it a madhouse where food was no longer important.277 Instead, 
entertainment attracted the nightly crowd of 1,500 people and who were charged one dollar (or 
$25 in 2019) to sit on hard chairs.278 The ambiance, cuisine, or décor did not matter anymore, which 
predicted future entertainment and nightlife trends.  
 Rector's name had such a worldwide impact that there was one in every city in the U.S., 
including a London and Paris location, the latter without permission. George even noted that he 
discovered a Chinese chop-suey restaurant in Maryland with the most prominent "Rector's" sign 
in lights he had ever seen. When George stopped and challenged the owner, the Chinese owner 
insisted that his middle name was Rector, and that he could use it, and the legal system supported 
his claim.279  
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Murray Roman Gardens (1907–1924)  
 
The façade looks like a refinement of a fine old papier mâché palazzo 
in the chaste, a classic style of Luna Park. Inside, it is quasi-
Pompeiian, with splashing fountains, mirrors pergolas, and 
landscapes set into walls so cleverly that a man once sat there from 
seven P.M. until two A.M. is reported to have imagined himself 
traveling abroad. 
 
-- Julian Street, social critic of Lobster Palace Society280 
 
Murray’s Roman Gardens, an 8-story edifice located on 228 to 232 W. 42nd Street between 
7th and 8th Avenues directly across from the New Amsterdam Theater, accommodated 5,000 dinner 
guests and was the largest restaurant for that time.281 Irish born restauranteur John L. Murray and 
architectural decorator Harry Milo Erkins, both successful showmen, hoped that the restaurant’s 
extravagant and grandiose classical décor instantly transported one back to the glory and 
magnificence of ancient Rome of the Caesars282 (Figure 43). Although Murray’s no longer exists, 
present-day Caesars Palace in Las Vegas is considered a close imitation in continuing as a 
pleasurable palace for imperial entertainments and ostentatious consumption.283 
An advertising periodical, the New York Plaisance: An Illustrated Series of New York 
Places of Amusement, described Murray’s as a luxurious recreation of a Pompeiian villa, which 
embodied the history of Rome’s opulence and imperial grandeur. So realistic was the decor it was 
claimed that there was no need to visit the old ruins of Pompeii, the excavated sites of Nineveh or 
Babylon, or the banks of the Nile.284 All that was required was to step through its front doors to 
escape the "noisy iron horse" and be transported back to ancient Rome to the cultured and the most 
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magnificent homes, palaces, villas, and pleasure resorts of its wealthiest and cultured citizens.285 
Murray’s eight stories covering three acres contained a profusion of fountains, temples, Roman 
galleys, caryatids, views of Bay of Naples, Libyan tigers, Egyptian peacocks, Greek Phyrnes, and 
Aphrodite.286 A visitor who crosses this threshold, is entitled to the riches of this classical era and 
can claim to be a “citizen of Rome.”287 
New York Plaisance declares that the atmosphere duplicates that which is described in 
Edward Bulwer-Lytton’s popular book, The Last Days of Pompeii, which depicts the story of the 
Pompeian life during the “haughty age” of the Roman Empire before Mt. Vesuvius’s cataclysmic 
eruption.288 While Murray’s portrays Pompeii's grandeur, imperial splendor, and opulence, at 
nearby Coney Island pyrotechnic amusement show, the volcano consumed wealthy pagan 
Pompeiians each night with volcanic lava and fire while sparing the poor (Figure 44). The two 
opposite presentations are similar; Murray's was a rich man's amusement park as Coney Island was 
for the working class. This story shows the power of restoration of an empire; even though it was 
destroyed, the magic moment occurs at Murray's each night. Both versions show the same color, 
light, and spectacular display. They both succeeded in satisfying their audience: the rich with 
entitlement and justified survival and the lower classes with satisfying revenge.  
 The building’s façade is neo-classical French and does not provide a clue as to its ancient 
classical contents save over the entrance with the inscription and sculpture of “Les Chevaux du 
Soleil” or “Horses of the Sun” (Figure 43).289 The lower two stories of the front entrance were 
copied from the ancient Parisian Hotel of Cardinal de Rohan and constructed from Caen stone.  
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Entering the reception room or foyer, its walls covered in a delicate shade of blue contrasted 
with a marble mosaic pavement with prevailing colors of black and gold290 (Figure 45). The use of 
mosaics and frescoes was a common source of decoration in ancient Roman homes. The use of 
color was prevalent in ancient Roman houses; floors were often covered with mosaics, and frescoes 
typically covered the walls with colors of intense azure, red, and ochre. A large mosaic chandelier 
of shattered color glass, and mirrors amplified the grandeur.291  Bevington noted that these vivid, 
ancient-inspired interiors contrasted with its wealthy patrons who he described as the “four 
hundred in gloomy attire.”292 
The main dining room was reached by a marble stairway flanked by winged marble lions 
leading into the “Roman Garden,” where patrons were offered the standard French-style menu 
with some peculiar offerings.293 Here diners enjoyed the illusion of dining in the atrium of 
Pompeiian villa294 (Figure 31). The center of this garden was a vast fountain with a Roman barge 
covered with mosaic tiles as was the basin of the fountain295 (Figure 46). This garden evoked a 
typical atrium in a Roman home with an opening into the sky. Overhead there was a sky-blue 
ceiling lit with electric stars, an artificial moon; the walls were decorated with a unique effect of 
moving clouds, all decorated with vines and foliage.296  
The remaining floors contained additional various themed rooms, such as the Peacock Room, 
one with a mezzanine overlooking the garden with two additional rooms containing three-
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dimensional murals with Egyptian and Greek-themed décor297 (Figure 47). The exterior Pompeiian 
garden on the third floor contained palm trees, sculptures, and two impressive marble and mosaic 
fountains designed by architect Stanford White for the 1893 Columbia Exposition.298 Private 
dining rooms included a fresco of Cleopatra looking at the landscape over the balcony.299 Twenty-
four luxuriously appointed private rooms were available for entertaining.300 Floors four through 
six contained more private dining rooms with similar imperial décor. 
Although duplicating classical Rome, the restaurant used the most modern technology to 
contribute to the ambiance with pink lights under the tablecloth. Twinkling overhead stars 
electrically driven zephyrs moving the leaves and vines to supplement the outdoor effect 
surrounded by an eclectic mixture of motifs with many mirrors and multi-colored globes giving 
out strange lights.301 Some critics believed that Murray's delivered more than the usual theater but 
caused mass hallucination with its mirror, colored lights, and constant movement.302 The extensive 
use of mirrors enlarged the room where “duplicating, triplicating, quadrupling” provided a sense 
of dislocation. Many patrons tended to walk straight into their reflections while attempting to 
admire others.303  
At Murray’s, the female figure proved to be a great marketing tool.  Many murals and 
sculptures portray females sensually and erotically portraying scenes of bath amusement with 
Aphrodite (or to the Romans, Venus). She is portrayed coming from a bath, representing love, 
beauty, passion, and procreation.304 Even Murray's menu displays one such brazen female. 
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Elizabeth Macaulay-Lewis in “Dining Like Nero” states that these murals of barely dressed or 
nude classical females show women who could be devoured and consumed.305 These reproductions 
of classical art are a valid way to use classical art to attract both sexes where the elegant, 
sophisticated surroundings legitimatize one's class (Figures 48 and 49). Thus, female nudity could 
be respectably exhibited only within the ornate frame of a setting defined by class exclusion and 
cultural hierarchy.”306 
With the pressure to conform to cabarets and dancing's popular demand, a revolving dance 
floor installed in 1915 completed one rotation in an hour. However, the new addition proved to be 
a challenge for some intoxicated guests combined with the mirrored lobby reflecting the lights 
from its huge chandelier quite frequently walked into mirrors or bumped into with real statutes at 
the same time attempting to avoid their reflections.307  
As public demand changes, Murray's continuously attempted to adapt but finally closed in 
1924, a victim of Prohibition. Hubert's Flea Circus replaced it, a Coney Island-style amusement 
displaying various curiosities including trained fleas308 (Figure 50). Its upper floors became a male 
brothel called the Barracks, later replaced by Peepland.309  Present day Madame Tussaud's Wax 
Museum replaced the building when it was demolished in the 1990s.310 Today, there is no evidence 
that a Pompeian-inspired restaurant ever existed in Manhattan. 
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From Excessive Eating to Excessive Entertainment 
 
    More noise than nourishment. 
 
       -- George Rector311 
 
By 1907, lobster palaces were losing their freshness just as lobsters were overfished and 
overdone.312 As time progressed, lobster palaces were considered dull and passé with their 
aristocratic formality and lavish lobster dinners. Tedium was one thing Broadway did not want, 
and patrons needed entertainment.313 The success of any restaurant depends upon the American 
public, as shown with Rector’s failure.314 The continued reliance on the Four Hundred was not 
enough since once their curiosity was satisfied, they preferred their own restaurants, caterers, and 
establishments.  
In 1907, Julius Keller, owner of Café Maxim (110 W. 38th Street) borrowing an idea from 
singing waiters planted singers at tables as if they were guests, and at preapproved times, they 
would break out in song.315 Other lobster palaces soon imitated this cabaret-style.316 Florenz 
Ziegfeld added to the nighttime offerings with his glamourous Midnight Frolics in 1907, which 
was performed at the New Amsterdam Theater rooftop. This new sensual playground was popular 
with the most illustrious Four Hundred, including the Vanderbilt’s, the Harriman's, and the Astor's. 
Here underage chorus girls’ scanty costumes and suggestive lyrics were a popular draw every 
night.317 So by 1909, people were no longer satisfied with lobster thermidor served on gilded 
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platters and the multicourse meal but wanted entertainment instead.318  
This change in public taste was apparent with the newest addition, Café de l’Opera, which 
closed a mere four months after opening in December 1909. This eight-story facility designed by 
architect Harry Erkins provided an “oriental opium dream” combined with an elaborate Assyrian 
Palace which contained a black marble interior with a twenty-foot-wide black marble staircase 
design costing more than $1,250,000 (or $36,018,755 in 2019), and a Japanese Temple of Nikko 
319 (Figure 51). Over the staircase hung the 30 x 25 painting of Georges Antoine Rochegrosse’s 
Fall of Babylon provided on loan320 (Figure 52). Despite all the expensive luxurious décor, many 
reasons were cited for its failure; the mandatory formal evening attire dress code, the excessive 
arrogance from the waitstaff and a malfunctioning but innovative dumbwaiter321 which intended 
to provide relief from the controversial excessive tipping but only delivered cold food. 322 Even a 
change in ownership and name could not save it from bankruptcy.323 Julian Strong mocked the 
irony of Rochegrosse’s Fall of Babylon which accurately predicted Café de l’Opera’s fate by 
failing to see the writing on their wall.324  
There might be several factors involved with the declining interest in lobster palaces. A 
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New York Tribune article noted that automobiles were making many people more independent and 
mobile, and would prefer a drive to the country during the summer. Also, the expenses in running 
a restaurant were too high, with music and singers who earned $500 (or $14,000 in 2019) weekly, 
and “souvenirs” costing the proprietor approximately $15,000 (or $464,400 in 2019) annually. On 
the other hand, these restaurants employed at least 75,000 workers, including waiters, chauffeurs, 
and coat boys, with the controversial excessive tipping making the servers the future capitalists.325  
As early as 1910, the Committee of Fourteen and other reformers pressed the city to bring 
the excesses of this new nightlight under control, stating that these lobster palace/cabarets were 
not respectable amusement for women and only encouraged immoral behavior under the cover of 
darkness.326 In 1913, Mayor Gaynor enacted a one am curfew on lobster palaces and cabarets 
(excluding Jack's, a popular all-night restaurant).327 Lobster palaces and other night places were 
not pleased, and a New York Tribune article sarcastically requested that all night workers need to 
be reinstituted, meaning the patrons themselves.328 Lobster palaces complained this mandated 
curfew was unfair since most of the restaurants made 75% of their business after 10 pm, mostly 
liquor-related, and its high flying clientele were the “won’t go home crowd.”329 Forcing them to 
close 'early' meant that their main profits would be lost. Nevertheless, the police enforced this 
curfew even in several instances arresting patrons at Churchills. 330  
Times Square continued to see an increase in tourism and the different demands on its 
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entertainment needs. Many criticized the lobster palaces for being excessive and inappropriate. 
However, when they started to be replaced by cabarets and the dancing craze, they were then 
nostalgically compared to Mrs. Astor's ballroom's atmosphere, as a “symbol of social 
conservatism” with its appropriate restrained behavior, its elegant surroundings, its expensive 
menu and its classical music.331 Music always accompanied the meal, but soon the meal will be 
replaced with dancing, and the lobster palaces transform into cabarets to satisfy the demand. 
Lobster palace society no longer interested in elaborate cuisines, décor, and service but 
want to be entertained. Their main branders, such as Diamond Jim Brady, Lillian Russell, E. Berry 
Wallace, O. Henry, and Stanford White, had either died or faded from public importance. The 
lobster palace, previously criticized by many moralists, will be mourned in its passing. Women’s 
appearance in restaurants will be changing as they were becoming more mobile and confident. 
They will still prove to be the primary attraction, whether on stage or ushered by their companions. 
Americans would intentionally lose their place at the table once the dance craze started with the 
young crowd joined by the older matrons of the Four Hundred are now both seen as “women out 
of control.”332  
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Chapter 3.  
 
Lobsters Palaces overfished begin to play a different tune and change their menu 
 
The word cabaret is a compound – like a cocktail,  
you understand- made of two pure old Broadway words:  
‘cab’ – a means of getting there,  
and ‘hooray’ – a noise made there. 
 
      -- as quoted by Steven the head bartender at Rector’s333 
 
George Rector was a bit old fashioned and nostalgic. After a decade of unsurpassed 
popularity, Rector’s and other lobster palaces are forced to change their menu from an elegant, 
quiet dinner to dancing and music. When his father, Charles Rector, first arrived to open Rector’s 
in Longacre Square in 1899 and turned on the switch to its modern greenish glowing trademark 
griffin, he offered an alternative dining experience to his wealthy patrons. His package was 
tastefully combined with a small dash of playfulness, even when the neighborhood was still a bit 
underdone. Hammerstein's theater was down the block, but the New York Times, subway, and the 
Astors had not yet arrived. As the decade progressed and the area became a popular nighttime 
destination, Rector’s and other lobster palaces felt compelled to transform themselves into cabarets 
providing both entertainment and eventually dancing. Elegant dining was beginning to lose its 
appeal. Once the star attraction, the chef was out dancing with the patrons who were “fortunate to 
get any food with [their] music.”334 George mourned the passing of the elegant meal and blamed 
the youth for not respecting tradition. He faults the cabaret as an indication of the “dwindling 
ability of people to amuse themselves… where a conversation must be pitched one octave higher 
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… and the most important article of clothing is the earmuff.”335 With the customers becoming part 
of the entertainment, Lobster Palace Society was quickly fading from memory and importance. 
Author William Grimes, quoting Julian Street, noted that New York during this period passed from 
the Age of Innocence to the age of roaring confidence and power.336 So as New York City does, 
so does the rest of the country. 
By 1908, New York City led both the country and its European counterparts in population, 
real estate, trade, and transportation. Within two years, Time Square became the “absolute heart 
of Manhattan Island” with its forty theaters, hotels, popular roof gardens and lobster palaces337  
(Figure 53). The rest of the country acknowledged New York as the de facto capital of the United 
States.338 A 1915 Times article underscored Times Square's frenetic growth and importance within 
the last decade as a high-class commercial destination with new office buildings, increased real 
estate value, and noted the continued popularity of lobster palaces such as Shanley’s and 
Churchill’s but also witnessed the demise of original Rectors339 (Figures 54 and 55). Most lobster 
palaces opened during 1911 and exploded after 1913.340 Lobster palaces were affected by the 
explosion of growth into Times Square by the numbers and types of people entering this city 
center. New office buildings and luxury hotels bought both midtown workers and tourists to grab 
a quick meal at automats (introduced in 1912) or lunch counters341 (Figure 57). Eateries soon 
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resembled Ford assembly lines providing meals faster and more efficiently for the rich and poor 
alike.342 Free lunches offered at nearby hotels kept lobster palaces empty, especially during 
lunchtime. George Rector ridiculed its customers as “sandwich grabbers” and other gourmets 
moaned that the elegant meals with its intimate conversation were becoming extinct.343  
Between 1911 through 1912, an economic depression caused a slump in the restaurant 
business, and many were hard-pressed to fill their restaurants, especially during the daytime. Since 
lobster palaces could accommodate large numbers of patrons, they began experimenting with a 
new cabaret-style of entertainment by installing dance floors, hiring orchestras, and entertainers to 
move and interact directly with the audience.344 A poor meal with music and dancing replaced 
lobster and a tranquil atmosphere.345 Now, drinking, dining, and dancing were no longer separate 
activities346 (Figure 58). 
These cabarets were a hybrid of the Parisian “little drinking palaces,” the American style 
of cabaret from the San Francisco singing restaurants, and New York’s upscale hangouts with 
lower Manhattan rathskellers all heading north to lobster palaces.347 The first cabarets were 
informal drinking-entertainment places for the poets, singers, and songwriters called cabarets 
artistiques (artistic cabarets) and succeeded by the music in cafes concerts (café concerts).348 
Lobster palaces with its European aristocratic décor conveyed both a sense of grandeur, 
superiority, and empire and a stage where American culture was celebrated through music and 
dance.349 At the same time, they still provided a restrained private home-like atmosphere, which 
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legitimized the image of the home provided, and their Parisian and classical décor already appealed 
to the upper classes350 (Figures 31, 35, 38, 42, 45, 46, 51 and 60 – 62). Lobster palaces also 
appealed to the Broadway crowds because they sought to escape luxury hotels' rigid formality. 
Lobster palaces were struggling to profit because expensive meals were no longer an 
attraction, with entertainers’ salaries and costumes adding to the high costs.351 The Sun pointed out 
that the performer’s wages were very lucrative, an appeal for many European performers to come 
to New York.352 A couvert or cover charge from twenty-five to fifty cents (or $7 to $14 in 2019) 
was instituted to help defray costs for salaries, settings, costumes, and other related expenses.353 
Interestingly, consumption switched from food to the purchase and consumption of leisure, which 
transformed restaurants no longer places to eat but to be amused.354  
As cabaret performers mingled with the diners making them a part of the performance, the 
demand grew. Lobster palaces could accommodate larger crowds (Churchill’s held 2,500 diners, 
with both Hotel Astor and Murray’s Roman Gardens accommodating 5,000 diners), installed either 
small stages in the main room or set up separate cabarets in an upstairs room355 (Figures 60 – 62 
and 64). As the popular shows became more elaborate with larger revues, the dance craze began 
in earnest, and exhibition dancers demonstrated popular dances, eventually enticing the patrons to 
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dance.356 The dance mania was so intense that The Evening Star observed that pumps rather than 
an appetite were a necessity since food at these cabarets was an afterthought.357 However, many 
thought these were mere tourist traps, enticing visitors to spend and participate in what was touted 
as the New York high life358 (Figures 58 and 72). 
A whole new nightlife was now on everyone's to-do list, and the social scene and the types 
of people changed dramatically. Affluent women were its biggest fans since they could now 
experience the same freedom enjoyed by men and experiment with their bodies romantically and 
sensually through dance.359 Dancing, combined with the liquor sales, cover charges, floor fees (for 
each couple dance), and the late-night revues, made the cabarets profitable360 (Figure 58). 
Julian Street, a social critic, remarked on the types of people who were now out and about 
in cabarets. In the lobster palaces early heyday, he branded its wealthy participants the “Lobster 
Palace Society” (Figure 28). Now, Street observing the change and the frenetic energy in cabaret's 
clientele, crowned them the “Hectics” since they mirrored the frenetic pace of 1910s Time 
Square.361 Unlike Lobster Palace Society, the “Hectics” represented a more egalitarian economic 
and social class, including the Four Hundred matrons and their youth; tourists, theater stars and 
chorus girls, prostitutes, and gigolos; Tenderloin big shots; politicians and playboys.362 With its 
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informality, this new patron enjoyed private intimacy in a public area where everyone moved 
together to new dance steps.363 Here, we witness different and emboldened people now testing the 
boundaries and exploring themselves in a public venue with unlimited possibilities available.  
The idea of cabarets first caught on in April 1911, when Jesse Lasky and Henry B. Harris 
opened the Follies Bergère Theater, on 49th Street, boasting an experience “more Parisian than 
Paris.” Lasky and Harris both recognized America’s desire for a more bohemian experience, so 
their theater restaurant combined both Parisian style entertainment and a “Delmonico styled” 
dinner for $2.50 (or $70 in 2019).364 Despite these ingredients for success, it closed shortly after, 
but it caught the attention of several lobster palaces who began to offer similar entertainment and 
other novelty acts.365  
Julius Keller of Maxim’s was the first lobster palace to offer cabaret-style entertainment, 
planting singers among patrons who, on cue, would break out into song, which proved wildly 
popular.366 The first significant performance in a cabaret was at Louis Martin’s in 1911 when the 
controversial apache dance taken from the Parisian slum was performed by Maurice Mouvet367 
(Figure 59). At Shanley's, where corn beef and cabbage were previously served to Irish tunes, this 
meal now took second place to the cabaret. (Figure 60). To defray the additional costs, Shanley’s 
issued a cover charge to handle its annual cost of $100,000 (or $2,778,688 in 2019).368 Churchill’s 
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large restaurant could easily accommodate a large cabaret setting where he provided the demand 
for wine, woman, and song369 (Figures 61 and 62).  
Following the close of Hotel Rector, George Rector opened a cabaret on 48th Street between 
Broadway and Seventh Avenue (Figures 41, 42 and 63). This new “Rectors” (1913-1919) proved 
so popular that even with a $1.00 (or $26 in 2019) cover charge, people still “fought . . . to get 
inside, and the worse we grew the bigger the crowds.”370 Despite his vocal displeasure, George, 
the perfect promoter, credited Rector's as the first to introduce dancing with meals.371 George, 
despite his displeasure, still offered what the public demanded, and Rector’s proved to be very 
profitable. 
Murray Roman Gardens had unlimited space to install a revolving dance floor in the main 
dining room and could use their other private rooms for other purposes. Here the controversy 
around dancing movements and close proximity between couples was somewhat minimized by the 
classical atmosphere and French food. It provided legitimate cosmopolitan European merriment372 
(Figures 31, 46 and 64). Even during warm weather, Murray’s roof garden provided an additional 
opportunity for dancers to cool off.373 However, soon elaborate entertainment revues were not 
enough to sustain the customer's interest, and everything changed once the customers started 
dancing literally outside the box because everyone was doing it. 
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Dance Craze (1912–1916) 
 
Honey, honey can’t you hear funny, funny music, dear 
Can’t you see them all swaying up the hall? 
Everybody’s doin’ it, doin’ it, doin’ it. 
See that ragtime couple over there, 
Watch them throw their shoulders in the air, 
Snap their fingers, honey, I declare, 
It’s a bear, it’s a bear! There! 
Everybody’s doin’ it now! 
 
-- Irving Berlin’s “Everybody’s Doin’ It” 374 
 
As the new decade progressed and dance frenzy took hold, critics felt that “everybody 
[was] overdoing it” as the cabarets provided such an eclectic social scene that it was now difficult 
to tell wives apart from the girlfriends.375 In the past, fine dining in both luxury hotels and lobster 
palaces included classical string trios, contemporary ragtime, opera singers, or strolling Gypsy 
bands.376 By 1910 music was provided as a standard accessory to dinner, and soon the sedate, 
elegant meal was replaced with a “plethora of noise.”377 Music provided at no additional cost was 
a considerable expense to the hotels where a musical director in one hotel was paid $50,000 (or 
$1,389,345 in 2019) annually.378 The once-popular marching band music was replaced with 
Ragtime tunes.  
Ragtime or “ragged time” traveled from the Barbary Coast (San Francisco’s red-light 
district) to New York through the 1880s minstrel shows and increased its popularity when 
introduced onto the New York City vaudeville stage.379 Ragtime was first heard in Black cabarets 
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located in the Tenderloin and the Black Bohemia districts (between West 20th and 50th Streets), 
the “Jungles” (West 60s), and Harlem.380 Irving Berlin, a Jewish immigrant, composed the popular 
vocal ragtime “Alexander’s Ragtime Band” (1911), and talented Black musicians, such as Eubie 
Blake, Jelly Roll Morton, Scott Joplin and James Reese Europe are still acknowledged today for 
their contribution to American music381  (Figure 65). With the lobster palaces/cabarets European 
inspired environment, however, the music was strictly American and rose from the streets marking 
the new urban age and began to distinguish American culture from France.382 
Ragtime music with its “jerk and rattle” tempo created new controversial dances such as 
the cakewalk and the two-step followed by the popular “animal” dances, such as the Turkey Trot, 
bunny-hugs, grizzly bears, Texas Tommy, the Fox Trot, and the Latin Tango.383  These new erotic 
dances, severely criticized for their ethnic and racial origins, and sexual graphicness accused of 
imitating animal mating rituals, nevertheless sparked a nightlife revolution that transformed 
dozens of first-class restaurants.384 Because the dances were risqué, it proved to be an irresistible 
attraction, especially with the young and affluent white customers. One-step dancing now allowed 
couples to closely hold each other in public.385  
Previously, the social elite attended privately held balls, which served as a protective 
environment for young women with its 'set and figure' dances such as the quadrille, the cotillion, 
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and the German.386 Following prescribed steps, couples in rigid group formation turned as one 
maintained class distinctions, reinforced gender stereotypes, and provided respectable interactions 
between both sexes with minimal touching.387  
By the early 1900s, even the wealthy saw dancing in public with either observing or 
participating as an acceptable form of entertainment.388 These new dances created an environment 
where upper and middle classes moved outside their comfort zone and expanded their social 
spheres by merging with different social classes.389 Whites turned away from the more sedate 
aristocratic dances and towards black dances and accepted it as their own culture.390 The powerful 
elite were validating its importance but giving its attention even though they sometimes frequented 
these areas with a touch of contempt391 All night dancing and drinking caused the city to impose 
mandatory curfews and outstanding fines for not purchasing the required expensive cabaret 
licenses.392 The social and cultural atmosphere of the city had changed dramatically through this 
type of entertainment. Before wealthy people who paraded down Peacock Alley to admiring 
spectators, now were dancing among those same admirers.  Seen and being seen now took on a 
whole different meaning.  
To meet this growing demand, lobster palaces and hotels opened cafes for elite women 
where they could gather unmolested to learn the newest dance steps. These cafes called thé 
dansants or tea dances, welcomed women from two in the afternoon until six in the evening, 
transforming tea time into “an excuse for dancing”393 (Figures 41 and 67). Respectable women, 
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both young and old, paid staggering amounts to dance with hired partners called “tango pirates.”394 
George Rector called these tea dances “thés boozants” since women would also covertly indulge 
sipping their favorite spirits away from society watchdogs. Soon, tea dances, dinner dances, even 
breakfast dances could not meet the frenzied demands. 
Critics, such as Mrs. Van Rensselaer in Social Ladder, complained that the older dowagers 
had gone youth mad and believed that women became more vulnerable to the dishonorable 
elements when dancing with these shady tango pirates. This fear was somewhat validated by the 
controversial national case of nineteen-year-old socialite Eugenia Kelly. She was arrested at her 
mother's request for compulsively attending these tea dances and having an affair with a married 
tango pirate, behavior which validated critic’s fears on the evils and seductiveness of these tango 
pirates.395 Even Mayor Gaynor called these tea dances “lascivious orgies” or the “upper 
underworld” and attempted to stop the predatory nature of tango pirates on young, naïve women.396 
Critics moaned of the decline of true womanhood as it was now difficult to distinguish between a 
woman of dubious character or a lady apart as they were mixing with people of suspicious morality 
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from which they had been protected since the 1850s.397 Even Oscar of the Waldorf tried to ban the 
Turkey Trot and other “animal dances” because he believed that dancing between the meal courses 
was not proper as “[b]oth have their time and place, but never the same time and place.”398 
However, popular demand did not care for old-fashioned propriety, and Oscar eventually 
succumbed by installing a tango roof garden as reported in a 1914 New York Tribune article, which 
also praised the Tango’s democratic features.399  
These new dance steps were demonstrated by exhibition dancers, who performed for 
enthusiastic crowds and became superstars in their own rights. (Figures 59, 64 and 68). Society 
women clamored for private dancing lessons with these new superstars. One such superstar was 
Maurice Mouvet, a French import born and raised in New York known for his “sizzling tangos” 
at the Café de Pris in France, performing with his wife, Florence Walton, at Louis Martin's and 
Reisenweber’s400  (Figure 59). Other popular exhibition dancers became future movie stars, such 
as, Rudolph Valentino and Mae Murray.401  
However, the most admired couple were Vernon and Irene Castle, who humanized these 
“barbaric” dance moves so that whites could still maintain their moral integrity402 (Figures 66 and 
68). They legitimized the dance's sensuality and created an image of the new American woman as 
both sexual and innocent, which in Everybody’s Doin’ It, author Lewis Erenberg, claims has been 
troubling this country ever since.403 The Castles, performed in Louis Martin’s, Café de l’Opera, 
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earning between $300–$600 (or $8,046–$16,093 in 2019) a week.404 Instituting a different dance 
step dubbed “The Castle Walk” in 1913, they started a dance craze.405 Soon they became 
proprietors of Sans Souci (1913) located in a 42nd street basement and also opened Castles in the 
Air (44th Street rooftop Theater).406 By opening Castle House on 45th Street and Madison Avenue 
across from the Ritz-Carlton Hotel, they provided an acceptable safe environment for their wealthy 
clientele407 (Figure 66). The couple was also instrumental in advancing the all-black Jim Reese 
Europe Clef Club Band’s careers, a “colored orchestra [which became] the vogue of Fifth 
Avenue”408 (Figure 65). At the same time, Irene became a fashion role model for all women by 
bobbing her hair and discarding her corset, allowing her to move more freely and expressively. 
Their popularity remained strong until Vernon’s accidental death in 1918.  
All social classes were striving for attention in ways to outperform each other in a public 
venue. The cabaret became the new public environment that changed the relationship between men 
and women by breaking down previous permanent barriers where they could explore a new 
relationship with each other and, at the same time, transform New York nightlife.409 In Steppin’ 
Out, Lewis Erenberg claims that the social and class distinction between elite society and theatrical 
performers decreased after 1910 as men and women began to find pleasure in each other’s 
company.410 Erenberg also believes that this was an opportunity for men and women to find an 
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outlet to their desire to create a new-style public dream emphasizing vitality, consumption, 
mutuality, personality combined with social selectivity.411 In “Two-Stepping to Glory: Social Dance 
and the Rhetoric of Social Mobility,” Julie Malnig claims that this new form of music and dancing 
represented a cultural revolution as cities grew into business and commerce centers, at cabarets, 
hotels, theatres, and amusement parks, where mass performance became the vital vehicle through 
which new emerging values and ideals are displayed for public consumption.412 Cabaret broke down 
the social and cultural attitudes between entertainers and the respectable, men from women, and 
upper from lower-class culture.413 The change was so dramatic that the Times Square of 1915 would 
not be familiar to the Lobster Society in 1905, where the “rules of self-restraint and delayed 
gratification” – all components of the Protestant ethic had been practically obliterated.414 Times 
Square, as always, was leading the way to self-discovery. 
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Critics, Control and Independence 
 
Funny how this [lobster palace] tells the story of the last few years . . . 
a few [years] ago, we thought it amusing to go to suppers at a good restaurant 
after the theater, have something nice to eat and drink, talk a while, and go 
home to bed.   We thought we were very devilish. . . and now the place 
downstairs is deserted. 
 
Then somebody started the cabaret. And we flocked to that. We ate the 
filthiest stuff and drank the rottenest wine, and didn’t care so long as … some 
sensational dance or singer was cavorting in the aisle. They were so close you 
could hear them grunt, and they looked like frights in their make-up. But we 
thought it was exciting. . .  But [now] it has become so tame and stupid that it 
is quite respectable. 
 
  [Now] we are dancing in the aisles ourselves, crowding the 
professional entertainers off their own floors …. Whatever we do is wrong… 
[so] what’s the use and what’s the diff? 
 
  Only one thing worries [me]..What will come next? Even this can’t keep 
us interested much longer. 
 
   -- quote from 1914 novel, “What Will People Say? A Novel” 415 
 
 
The above excerpt from a 1914 novel, What Will People Say? adequately summarizes the 
cultural and social dilemma that people experienced and the criticism endured when they tried 
something new that broke the rules of proper social conduct and behavior. O. Henry believed that 
these new social experimenters were puritan in church, but dirty minded in the streets.416 Any type 
of different behavior in a public setting is criticized even in the present day. 
This period of great experimentation incurred a great deal of criticism by reformers who 
believed that Protestant self-denial values and sexual restraint, as well as class and gender 
separation, were replaced by cultural and social decay and so they continually argued for social-
sexual and aesthetic discipline.417 Middle class women especially were taught that sexual control 
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was mandatory and they should be prevented from mixing with the lower classes.418 However, a 
1914 New York Tribune article claimed that the Tango instead taught us a lesson in democracy by 
teaching us to play together instead of separately. It also showed that New York society was 
becoming less formal and more democratic, where all social classes were dancing together in the 
same venue.419  
The bitterest attack on cabarets was that the freedom women now experienced was causing 
a degeneration of American womanhood.420 In Embodying Resistance: Gendering Public Space in 
Ragtime Social Dance, Holly Maples states that critics sought to censor and control both the public 
space and its participants' bodies by targeting ragtime dancing as the moral degradation of young 
women.421 Restrictions were placed on women in dancing freely in private arenas and public 
places, even the sidewalks. Newspapers led the way in criticizing and even illustrations such as 
Puck’s cartoon called the “Dance of Death” illustrated that indulgence in these sinful behaviors 
would inevitably lead to ruin, suicide, and even death, while a 1914 Evening World article earnestly 
argues by appealing to women’s vanity that the Turkey Trot caused wrinkles422 (Figure 69).  
Critics blamed foreigners and immigrants for indecency and obscenity, and Times Square 
became an anti-America that captivated the rest of America.423 However, by accepting and 
legitimizing Black and immigrant music, a new type of American culture was created, which 
provided a social, economic, and cultural opportunity for all Blacks and immigrants and a sexual 
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release from women's bondage.424 Suddenly, minimized groups such as Blacks, Jews, Italians, and 
other immigrant groups provided a new sense of American identity, which allowed both men and 
respectable women to come together and enjoy each other's company.425 Americans were 
becoming more American by discovering itself through play and leisure and looked less to Europe 
to what they thought to be symbols of power and strength.  
Women’s roles changed drastically through women's suffrage, expanding career 
opportunities, higher education, and general emancipation from societal and gender norms where 
women were leaving the private for the more public sphere.426 Before, denied entrance into 
restaurants if unescorted, now they were freer to have fun and explore themselves. These social 
critics felt that these venues contributed to the American family's decline and American 
civilization; women should lead society to a higher moral level and not lead men down the wrong 
path.427 The revitalization of American culture meant a revitalized self.428  
The lobster palaces and cabarets provided the stage for social experimentation and 
Americans experimenting through music and dance. This environment was more egalitarian and 
representative of a democratic society where anyone could shine. Lobster palaces could be seen 
as the birthplace of Americans finding themselves through nightlife leisure, eating, and dancing.  
Through these important venues, America found itself in their own backyards. These venues 
were challenging social boundaries of people in the previous generation.429 Music and dance 
created by Americans continued to expand and grow in popularity, in play, the rich were forced 
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to mingle with the lower classes, especially the “marginal groups,” the blacks and the immigrants 
in order to enjoy this new form of entertainment.430 However, political forces would soon decide 
the lobster palaces’ fate in Times Square. 
The Final Curtain: Prohibition 
 
Many social critics blamed the dance floor as the primary cause of the decline of the city's 
restaurant culture.431 However, the primary reason was the Volstead Act's passage in the summer 
of 1919 and enforced on January 17, 1920, making it illegal to serve alcohol. This new law bought 
sadness to the Great White Way, and it marked the end of an incredible period in America.432 
Without the profits from alcohol, lobster palaces could no longer cover the enormous expenses of 
providing what the customer wanted and the cover charges would not provide a sufficient cushion 
to meet their demands433 (Figure 70). Unable to serve alcohol, lobster palaces began to look like 
over upholstered mess halls, and within three years, these once glamorous and popular lobster 
palaces were forced to close their doors permanently. On January 1, 1919, Rector’s trademark 
griffin was extinguished forever.434 Closely followed by Churchill’s in 1921, Shanley’s in 1923 
with Murray Roman Gardens, the last to close in 1924 and replaced by Hubert’s Museum, offering 
the flea circus as its central attraction (Figure 50). 
Prohibition may have shuttered the lobster palaces, but drinking continued underground in 
mob-controlled speakeasies where the illegal act of drinking was celebrated in blatant defiance of 
the government.435 Here a whole new cast of celebrities were created including many women, such 
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as, Texas Guinan, “The Queen of the Nightclubs,” singer Sophie Tucker and sexual provocateur 
Mae West.436 The Roaring Twenties had arrived and bootleggers became Broadways newest 
heroes, and organized crime quickly turned the Great White Way into an “illicit landscape of 
speakeasies, cabarets and nightclubs.”437 However, these speakeasies couldn’t hold a candle light 
to the lobster palaces since drinking discretely and not the décor or the food were the main 
attractions.438 The once elegant surroundings and décor were unimportant as breaking the law was 
the main objective. The cabaret model itself, however, did not wholly disappear from New York 
nightlife and morphed into an exclusive members-only club.439  
No longer would Times Square exhibit the same energy, elegance that it did during those 
early days where the wealthy spent massive amounts of money on food in regal and elegant lobster 
palaces trying to outperform each other in décor, food, service and entertainment. In merely two 
decades, Times Square's once-famous glittering and elegant lobster palaces were replaced with 
middle-class dives, Chinese restaurants, and automats”440 (see Figures 57 and 71). What George 
Rector had sadly foreseen had come to past. Once a popular and the desired destination of many 
New Yorkers and tourists, these elegant restaurants have been completely erased from the memory 
of present-day New Yorkers. However, they provided an essential venue for Americans to redefine 
themselves and where music and dance became a shared cultural value for all Americans. 
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Conclusion 
It was noted even as early as the beginning of the 19th century that New York City was 
guilty of continuously destroying its past but also acknowledged that this self-destruction was a 
predictable consequence of reincarnation.441 Lobster palaces are perfect proof of that analogy. 
For almost two decades, they played a vital role in the toppling of the social and cultural 
restrictions followed unchallenged by previous generations. They acted as the nocturnal adult 
playground for couples, immigrants, and Blacks the latter who established authentic American 
cultural institutions through original music and dance and the former who validated this new 
amusement. It is through play and leisure that America found its true self. One can even say that 
lobster palaces and its cabarets behaved in the same way as Lady Liberty shining its torch to 
light the way for all, allowing for grand entrances as one crosses over the threshold into a 
possibility of a different life. Unlike Roman and classical ruins, lobster palaces have no physical 
ruins to observe actively, but Times Square, its former landlord, continues to promote their 
legacy in presenting different viewpoints and challenges. It is most certainly true that no one in 
present-day Times Square can give directions to a lobster palace, but if one pays close attention, 
one might be able to notice that these and other relics can remain hidden in plain sight (Figure 
40). 
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Figure 11. Longacre Square before the arrival of the New York Times, circa 1900s. Rector’s is 
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